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Senate requests review
of law school practice
By John McNomtr
Montana Kalmln reporter
The University of Montana Faculty Senate has requested that UM ad
ministration officials meet with faculty representatives within the next 60 days
to examine the policy of allowing the law school to supplement faculty
salaries and the law library budget by increasing student fees.
The Senste passed a resolution yesterday as a substitute to one that had been
offered by Gerry Brenner, associate professor of English.
Brenner had requested that the Senate pass a resolution asking that UM
President Robert Pantzer and the Board of Regents rescind the policy with
the lew school because of Its serious Implications and because the faculty
had not been consulted In the decision-making process.
Brenner said that the resolution had been unanimously passed by the English
department.
Senate Chairman Keith McDuffie, associate professor and chairman of
foreign languages, said the Faculty Athletic Committee memo leaked to the
press yesterday was “inaccurate" and “not appropriate for release."
The memo recommended the stabilization of Intercollegiate athletic funding
by the Board of Regents. McDuffie said the memo was addressed to the
Senate Executive Committee, and not to the Board of Regents as reported
yesterday.
McDuffie said that the Executive Committee has decided to make no
recommendations concerning athletics to the administration beyond the
Senate's resolution passed last month. That resolution recommended that
state funding for intercollegiate athletics be stopped.
The Senate also:
• Heard complaints because no action had been taken on the law school’s
policy of changing a “P” grade to a “C” on students' applications to the
school. Academic Vice President Richard Landini, in response to a query,
said that he believed the Senate had given the law school the right to
determine its admission criteria in the past.
However, Landini said, "What the Senate has in fact given, it can take away.”
McDuffie said an ad hoc committee would study the issue this summer.
• Gave formal approval to an ASUM request that faculty representatives to
Central Board be chosen from a list submitted by the board. McDuffie ap
pointed Robert Fields, geology professor, and reappointed John Wicks,
economics professor, as CB representatives.
• Asked the Executive Committee to study the problems of inequities in
faculty salaries resulting from "market adjustments” and merit raises made by
the administration without consultation with the faculty.
• Approved a list of graduation candidates, subject to the completion of
degree requirements.

F u n d in g cu t passed
Washington
AP
The Senate voted 63-19 yesterday to
stop spending money for U.S. bom
bing in Cambodia and Laos.
An amendment by Sen. Thomas
Eagleton, D-Mo., was added to a
House-passed $3.6-billlon sup
plemental appropriation bill.
Administration backers in the Senate
said the amendment is “tying the
hands” of President Nixon in current
negotiations to solidify compliance
with the Jan. 27 Vietnam cease-fire
agreement.
Before the vote, the Pentagon said it

NCAA may probe
varsity athletics
The National Collegiate Athletic As
sociation may undertake an inves
tigation on the University of Montana
campus dealing with possible dis
crepancies in varsity athletics workstudy payments uncovered during
April's work-study trial, according to
the Big Sky Conference com
missioner.
Commissioner John Roning said
that he has not been notified by the
NCAA whether the investigation will
take place, or if so, when it would be.
UM President Robert Pantzer said
that he would not be surprised if
there is an investigation, because
"Whenever there is a possible
violation of NCAA rules, an inves
tigation usually does take place," he
said.

has already reduced the B-52 bom
bing raids by one-third. One reason,
a spokesman said, has been the
failure by Congress to act on a re
quest to transfer money from one
military account to another. The
$345-million transfer Is tied up in the
money bill.
The amendment voted by the Senate
was viewed by its supporters and op
ponents alike as an absolute shutoff
of all present and past ap
propriations to force an end to bom
bing raids carried on nearly three
months in support of the government
of Lon Nol in Cambodia.
But it faces major difficulties when a
Senate-House conference com
mittee tries to work out a com
prom ise between the Senate
language and the wording of a
weaker House version.

Class schedules
available today
Fall Quarter class schedule booklets
will be available to students today at
the registrar's window in the Lodge,
according to Emma Lommasson, as
sistant registrar.
Lommasson said the booklets are
being made available to students
who wish to plan their program for
next fall.
She added that the booklets will also
be available during final week for
those who did not pick up a copy
today.

THIS IS THE MAIN FOYER In the new University of Mon
tana library. The space will Include a recreational reading
area and a section where students can listen to recorded
tapes. Lounge type decor will be Installed when the funds

Funds allocated,
new advisor named
ASUM Central Board allocated a
total of $5,200 at its regular meeting
Wednesday evening, dropping the
total amount left in its Special
Allocations Fund from $18,500 to
$13,300, according to Bruce Swen
son, ASUM business manager.
Swenson said the fund is money CB
has set aside for items that “come
up" during the year, and that the
remainder of ASUM money has been
allocated.
The money allocated Wednesday by
CB was $3,500 to the Faculty
Evaluation Committee, $950 to next
year's Aber Day project and $750 to
the UM Satellite Day Care Center.
CB refused to fund a proposed
health clinic for women, arguing that
it would represent a duplication of
services provided by the UM Health1
Services.
CB formally welcomed its new
faculty advisor, Robert Fields,
professor of geology. Fields, who will
serve for two years, replaced Cynthia
Schuster, professor of philosophy,
whose term expired. CB passed a
resolution thanking Schuster for her
work as faculty advisor.
In other action, CB named two new
members to Student Union Board:
Lynne
Huffm an,
sophom ore,
English, and Tayah Kalgaard,
freshman, psychology.

are available. The library services will move Into the new
building after the summer session. (Kalmln photo by G.D.
MacFadden)

Haldeman denies involvement
Washington
AP
H.R. Haldeman said yesterday that
“at no time, or in any way,” did he
participate in covering up the
Watergate affair while he was
President Nixon’s chief of staff.
His testimony conflicts with that of
others who attended an important
House meeting last June 23, ac
c o rd in g to a s e n a to r and
congressman on separate inves
tigating committees.
''I believe ail of my actions were
proper, in accord w ith the
President's instructions and clearly
in the national interest,” Haldeman
told newsmen after testifying for

three hours behind the closed doors
of a Senate subcommittee.
But Sen. John McClellan, D-Ark„
chairman of a subcommittee looking
into CIA aspects of the Watergate
scandal coverup, said there were'
serious conflicts between the tes
timony of White House aides and top
officials of the CIA and FBI.
House Intelligence subcommittee
chairman Lucie Nedzi, D-Mich., said
there were "considerable
dis
parities" also in the sworn tes
timonies of former Deputy CIA
Director Vernon Walters and former
FBI Director L. Patrick Gray III.

Janetos
named as new director
The Campus Recreation and Sports
Committee (CRSC) named the new
director for the Campus Recreation
and Intramurals Program at theiriast
meeting.
The new director is Dimitri Janetos, a
native of Rochester, N.Y. Janetos
received his Doctorate in recreation
and leisure studies from Temple
University last December. He
received his Masters in recreation
and leisure studies from San Jose
State College in August, 1969 and his
Bachelor of Arts from Buffalo
University in 1966 with his degree in
history.
While completing his graduate work
at Temple University, Janetos taught

in the recreation curriculum and
served as assistant director of men’s
intramurals.
His other experiences deal with
playground supervision and summer
recreation programs throughout the
nation.
Janetos is a member of the National
Intramural Association and the
National ReCreatiori and Park As
sociation.
To day’s issue of the M on
tana Kalm ln Is the last this
year.
Publication
will
resum e Sept. 26.

Kaimin may alter printing operation
Today’s is the last issue of the Montana Kaimin for the
school year, and possibly the last issue to be printed by
the University of Montana printing services, according to
Bill Owen, Kaimin editor.

had little choice but to accept whatever price UM Printing
Services asked.

CB off-campus delegate Conrad Yunker, who is a former
Kaimin editor, helped formulate the plan together with
Owen and John Steffens, Kaimin business manager.

Steffens said the anticipated savings under the new
system represents “another step towards complete finan
cial independence" for the Kaimin. The present overall
budget for the Kaimin's operation is approximately
$73,000. Advertising revenue accounts for about $38,000.

According to figures presented at the meeting by Yunker,
the Kaimin, after the initial investment for the equipment,
will
save approximately $21,000 a year using the new
ASUM Central Board decided Wednesday night to grant
authority to the Kaimin to buy its own typesetting. system.
equipment this summer. According to Owen the Yunker said the cost of the new equipment will be about
equipment should be operational by Fall Quarter when $14,000. The Kaimin is financed by student fees through
the Kaimin resumes operation.
ASUM and by its advertising revenue.

Yunker explained at the CB meeting that if the equipment
is purchased, the Kaimin would be able to do all of its
necessary preliminary presswork up to but not including
“actually running the papers off the press." He added that
the actual printing of the paper could be contracted to the
lowest of several possible bidders in Missoula.
At the present time the preliminary presswork, known as
"composing," is done together with the actual printing by
the UM Printing Services on a contract basis.
Yunker said at the meeting that he thought the price
charged by UM Printing Services is too high. He added
that unless the Kaimin could do its own "composing” it

Both the UM Printing Services and the Kaimin editorial
offices are located in the Journalism Building.
Yunker said at the CB meeting that there is a “strong pos
sibility” the Kaimin will move its editorial offices to the
University Center in the future. He cited the space now
occupied by the Sidewalk Cafe as “one possibility that
has been discussed.”
Yunker added that with the anticipated new equipment
the Kaimin could also do the "composing" for any other
publication on campus “that would be willing to pay for
it.”

The answers will come
The past quarter has been one of the most turbulent in the
University’s history. It has been one that involved the entire
student body, faculty, staff and adm inistration — not to m ention
the state and federal governm ents — in one w ay or another
U nfortunately too m any of the issues remain unanswered, and if
answers are given they will be issued during the sum m er break.
The H EW -w ork-study issue should be resolved; the question over
who will be the new dean of students and what his duties will be
will be answered; what sports the University will lose because of
the current budget situation will be known (or at least the funding
issue should be on firm er ground), and we will know whether the
N CA A will censure UM for practices undertaken by the athletic
department.
It is too bad that the pressure from student opinion will not be felt
when the ultim ate decisions are made.
W e will have representatives on cam pus all sum m er and will fill
you in on what has happened when you return next fall.
Until then, have a good sum m er and peace be with you.
Bill Ow en

Something special

letters
The ‘Bible’ was disappointing

Thanks from Aber Day

Editor: "The Bible” was one of the most disappointing
experiences I have ever suffered. Disappointing because
the potential was so great. A parody of Hollywood
Biblical epics has so many possibilities it blows the mind.

Editor We would like to extend our thanks to the follow
ing persons and firms who helped to make Aber Day 1973
the success that we feel it was:

The local production hardly got off the ground. After a
rather enjoyable grand entrance and opening variety
show, we were subjected to film which only on rare oc
casions suggested an understanding of film technique.
Worse than that, our porducers didn’t know the
difference between humor and crudeness or parody and
profanity. A good parody needs to understand the
serious statement of the material they are parodying, (the
"Singing in the Rain” number was a good example of
parody)
From where I sat, the only people laughing were the "ac
tors” themselves, and a few of their friends, which is
always the way it is with home movies. Home movies
aren’t worth $2.00, even in these days of inflation.
Gilbert E. Splett,
Campus pastor

Communications are improving

Today marks the 75th anniversary of the M ontana Kaimin.
To com m em orate the event, we have included a special sup
plem ent to today’s regular issue. It is a duplicate of the first edition
published June 1 ,1898. W e hope that you will take a few minutes
to read it; or take it with you when you join the mass m igration out
of Missoula next week. The issue contains articles by contem 
porary writers as well as reprints of articles from the first edition.
W e offer it for your reading pleasure, and we hope you enjoy it.
Bill Owen

Editor We would like to commend and to give our
thanks to the Montana Kaimin for their fantastic coverage
of Black Week this past week. Every article and schedule
was correct and there were no complications as far as
cooperation from your staff or ours were concerned. In
the past, the Black Student Union and all printing aspects
of the University couldn't seem to come together; maybe
due to communications by one party or the other. Now
those problems have been alleviated it seems and in our
quest for movement away from a special interest group in
the phone book, we would like to communicate more. We
would like to do more work with the Kaimin in the future
and hope our relations continue. Thank you.
Black Student Union

Kaimin thanked
Editor: I extend my personal thanks and that of the
Board of Directors of the Missoula Festival of the Arts for
your fine coverage of the Festival this year.
As you well know, no event is successful without public
participation, and it is through your messages that they
are informed. We are pleased to report that the Festival
was well attended and a tremendous success!
The dates for next year have M en set for April 18 through
the 28th, once again tying in with a concert by Robert
Shaw. We are already preparing publicity for 1974, and
will keep you informed as to its progress.
Again, our sincere thanks for your support of this com
munity program.
Christine Nordbye
Publicity chairman, Missoula Festival of the Arts

LETTERS POLICY
Letters should be typed, preferably triple-space, and
signed - with the author's name, class, major and
telephone number. Letters should not exceed300 words.
Failure to do so greatly reduces chances of publication.
Anonymous letters will be printed on occasion, but the
editor must know who the writer is.

President Robert Pantzer, the UM vice presidents and the
academic deans; J. A. Parker, Herb Torgrimson, William
Hosford and the Physical Plant Department; Carson
Vehrs, Mike Norquist and UM Food Service; Missoula
merchants who donated gifts; John Willard, L. H. Harvey,
Ken Green and Burlington Northern, Inc.; Roy Coun
tryman and Hoerner-Waldorf Corporation; Bill Owen,
Brad Erlandson, and The Montana Kaimin staff; Larry
Hansen and the Associated Students Students Store;
Larry Stuart, Dennis Sale and UM information Services;
Lance Boyd and the UM Jazz Workshops; Wes Shelleri
and the Speech Communication Department; the Dorm
Councils; the Silvertip Skydivers; Sherman Preece and
the UM Botany Department; Keith Glaes, Beth Eastman
and the Campus Recreation Department; Ray Chapman,
Chuck Nolley and the University Center staff; those who
donated money for shrubs; the University of Montana
fraternities and sororities; Bear Paws, Spurs, Circle K and
Alpha Phi Omega.
Finally, we wish to thank all those students, faculty, and
staff who helped in the clean-up activities, because they
are the ones who will enable us tq have Aber Day again
next year.
We hope all the Aber Day participants enjoyed the day,
and that the University community is looking forward to
Aber Day 1974. We accomplished out purposes and hope
that you agree.
The Aber Day Committee
Steve Owens, Chairman

Steffens letter hit home
Editor: John Steffen’s letter yesterday (I hereby resolve
during the coming school year t o . . . ) hit at the heart of
this school’s problem. One of the many things Steffens
objects to is “ professors who come to classes drunk or
don't come at all."
Steffens might deepen his otherwise perceptive intellect
to include the chief boozer of the University ad
ministration, President Robert Pantzer. Inebriated
professors are small change — and will be regarded as
such — until some good soul in state government or the
Women’s Christian Temperance Union manages to oust
Pantzer from his office-bar.
Pantzer takes a gleeful pride in reprimanding students,,
faculty, the occasional staff member and (nothing is
sacred) student newspaper editor for actions and words
unbecoming to the financial well-being of the University.
This mood is particularly vehement when the state
legislature is in session. Yet Pantzer’s own behavior, at
least in the past few months, has been drunken.
Incomprehensible memorandums from Pantzer are now
commonplace in the University mail; our student body
president was recently summoned to Pantzer’s office for
an urgent meeting, only to be greeted with, "Now, what
was it you wished to see me about, Garry?”
The University's biggest liability rtght now is not a wicked
Central Board, or a vile (nay, mellow!) student
newspaper, or a non-working faculty or budget
problems. It is a drunken president.
Conrad Yunker
Junior, Journalism
Off-campus CB delegate

An open letter to President Robert Pantzer
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The University of Montana is in
trouble. The reason UM is in trouble,
as you are well aware, is because a
number of departments on this cam
pus are having difficulty providing
enough qualified instructors and
course offerings for the students.
Because of this trend, the university
is losing credibility. Two specific ex
amples are familiar to me.
Because of the loss of an instructor
in the home economics department,
th e r e
a re
e ig h te e n
upperclassmen/women who now
have two options. First, they can
remove themselves and their dollars
from UM and from the entire state in
order to gain the degree they have
been working for. The second option
is, to my way of thinking, an even
worse choice. Because of student
concern, a deal has been worked
with the administration allowing
those students to graduate in their
chosen field because of the time they
have already put in — instead of
receiving the qualified training and
guidance they deserve.
The other example is a little closer to
home for me, as I am presently
enrolled as a junior in speech com
munication qnd am an active
member of the forensics (debate and

oratory) association. Because of an
unfortunate illness, R. D. Mahaffey,
visiting professor and director of
forensics, had to leave the faculty at
the beginning of this past quarter.
The position has been filled on a
part-time basis. After this quarter,
the permanent position decision is
essentially up to you. Let's take a
moment to look at your choices in
this matter. If you cut this position as
you have indicated you most
probably will, let's examine what will
happen to the most important
element of any University, the
element you have been ignoring, the
student.
When you eliminate the Mahaffey
position, you are cutting the faculty
by one seventh. With the precedent
you are setting, when another faculty
member retires, as he plans to in
1975, the faculty will be cut another
one sixth. The Speech Com
munication Department is one of the
fastest-growing departments on this
campus. Last year we turned down
more than 300 students who either
wanted or were required to take
speech communication courses.
What happens to the students when
the Mahaffey position is not filled?
Classes will be cut — we will have
fewer options within the department.

Add to this the gross overcrowding
problem we will have, and the
students will begin to really feel the
pressure. Finally, students' will
further lose contact with professors
because their increased student load
will prohibit them from spending
time with students on a one-to-one
basis.
Another factor to be considered in
the elimination of the Mahaffey
position is its effect on the forensics
program. After claiming to listen to
student wishes, you, President
Pantzer, are apparently ignoring the
$1,000 plus increase over last year
Central Board gave the Forensics
Club two weeks ago. By eliminating
the Mahaffey position, you are
eliminating the position of director of
forensics and any chance this
University has of continuing this
highly accepted and successful
program.
Where do your priorities lie? It is ob
vious to me that they are not with the
undergraduate students and poten
tial students of this University.
Sincerely,
Preston Turner
Junior, Speech Communications

j

Maryland college was to be secret press censorship center
Editor’s note: The following article is
being reprinted from the May 29,
1973, issue of The Chronicle of
Higher Education. It was written by
Edward Weidlein, senior editor of the
paper.
Westminster, Md.
A small Methodist college with a
commanding view of Maryland's
Blue Ridge Mountains was for 17
years the secret headquarters of a
government operation to censor the
nation's press in the event of national
emergency.
Near the center of the campus of
Western Maryland College, which is
about 20 miles from the Presidential
retreat at Camp David, stands the
three-story Lewis Hall of Science, a
building with “an auditorium, class
rooms, and laboratories," according
to the college's catalogue.
Although the catalogue doesn’t say
so, Lewis Hall also contains a stark
facility down in the basement that

until recently was the place where
eight civilian censors would have
reported to operate the Wartime In
formation Security Program (called
the Office of Censorship before the
name was changed by the Nixon Ad
ministration).
Ralph John did not learn about the
secret government facility until
shortly after he became president of
Western Maryland last July. He says
that even then he was not told what
the purposes of the facility were.
Ten days ago, following news
reports linking WISP to Western
Maryland, John acknowledged to the
college's 1,100 students and 85
faculty members that “there is a
federal emergency center to be used
only in the event of national
emergency” in Lewis Hall.
John maintained that he still did not
know whether the facility on his cam
pus had been intended as the press
censorship headquarters. However,

th e O ff ic e o f E m e r g e n c y
Preparedness, which has responsi
bility for WISP confirmed last
week that censorship had been the
purpose of the facility until recently.

triggered by a new book, The Politics
o f Lying: Government Deception,
Secrecy, and Power, by David Wise,
former Washington bureau chief of
the New York Herald Tribune.

In a prepared statement, OEP said,
WISP's relationship to Western
Maryland College was always on a
standby planning basis, and the
space was never activated or
manned, either by military or civilian
personnel.”

As described by Wise, eight men —
including, he says, Eugene Willis,
director of the physical plant at
Western Maryland — would have
reported to the basement of Lewis
Hall to interpret and administer "a
seven-page, single-spaced Cen
sorship Code,” if ordered to do so by
the President.

It added, “ Plans for use of this facility
for the WISP have been canceled....
The government is now using this
facility for the storage of vital civil
non-defense records.”
John says that “the purpose is still in
the hands of the government; the
space is not open to the public or to
the college.” It is still a "classified
security operation."
The reports about Western
M aryland's involvem ent were

WASHINGTON

MERRY-GO-ROUND
Report Sadat Plans Move: The White House has been
bombarded with urgent intelligence reports from the
Middle East and from Ambassador John Scali at the
United Nations that the Arab-lsraeli crisis could erupt at
any time.
The reports from Cairo warn that Egypt’s President Sadat
is planning military action against Israel. An intelligence
analysis suggests he will make a carefully restricted
military move — enough to cause worldwide alarm but
not enough to reopen the war between Egypt and Israel.
His objective, according to the analysis, would be to force
President Nixon aqd Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev to
give the Middle East first priority at their summit meeting
in Washington next month.
From Paris, Henry Kissinger recently sent back a dis
mayed, secret report that Le Due Tho, the North Viet
namese negotiator, brought up the Watergate scandal
early in their private talks.

by Jack Anderson

sored a study of facial expressions. And a Chilean scien
tist got defense dollars to study the nervous system of the
Chilean squid.
Crusty old Admiral Hyman Rickover tells the story of a
Navy study “of the psychological differences between
sailors who had been tattooed once, sailors who had
been tattooed more than once, sailors who had never
been tattooed but wished they had, and sailors who
hadn't been tattooed and didn’t want to be.” The
psychologists solemnly concluded this was a "very com
plex subject requiring more study.”

*
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The lease expires in 1976, at which
time the government’s space in the
basement will revert to the college.
When it was first established in 1956,
the censorship facility was located in
the college infirmary.

“The code they would supervise from
this bucolic setting is designed to
prohibit the press from reporting
about a wide range of military and
diplomatic information," Wise writes.
“ Under the terms of the code, even
ordinary weather forecasts could not
be published without explicit permis
sion of the federal government."

John said he felt that classified
government operations “are not con
sistent with the focus of a liberal arts
program,” but said he did not an
t ic ip a t e
t e r m in a t in g
th e
government’s lease "unless there is
some overriding reason."

Officials of the OEP have testified
that the censorship plans would be
unlikely to be used “short of nuclear
attack,” and the censorship would
theoretically be “voluntary.” Wise
challenges both of those as
sumptions.
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Willis, a retired Army colonel who
has been an administrator at Western
Maryland since May, 1964, refused
last week to comment on Wise's
assertion that he is a member of
WISP. He referred reporters to the
OEP, where a spokeswoman said she
had never heard of Willis.

Taxpayers may rightly wonder what use these studies will
be to the American taxpayers who have to pay for them.
But they don’t compare to a tax-funded study discovered
a few years ago. Researchers, we learned, were paid
thousands of dollars to take the temperatures at the
southern ends of northbound Alaskan sled dogs.

IRS Crackdown Brewing: The Internal Revenue Service
Tho apparently was friendly enough. But he let Kissinger has a notorious reputation for going after the small tax
know Hanoi is aware that the President has been payers, while ignoring affluent citizens who skip out of
weakened by Watergate and that Nixon is too preoc paying taxes.
cupied with his domestic troubles to become deeply in
This year, however, the IRS appears to be more serious
volved in Vietnam again.
about cracking down on the rich tax dodgers. It has com
The wily North Vietnamese, it appears, are using piled a secret list, we have learned, of all those who made
Watergate as a bargaining chip.
more than $100,000 but paid less than $1,000 in taxes. It
also has a list of over 200 wealthy persons who paid no
The Giveaway Game: There's a great giveaway game in taxes at all. An investigation has been launched into ex
Washington called “R & D,” which stands for research actly how these people managed to avoid paying Uncle
and development. For example, the Pentagon once spon Sam.

The government pays no rent for the
Lewis Hall facility, which John es
timated takes up less than 20 per cent
of the basement of the building.
However, he said the government
paid about $100,000 in construction
costs for the building, which was
completed in 1966 at a total cost of
over $1-million. The government
also pays about $50 per month for
light and heat, John said.
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AP in brief
U.S. District Court Judge W. D. Murray refused yesterday to reconsider his
decision issued last December that federal funds could not be used to build a
highway to Chet Huntley's Big Sky of Montana resort complex near Bozeman.

by Garry Trudeau
'P R E S ID E N T RICHARD M.
Nix o n w a s c a r r ie d in t o
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Emergency rules and regulations on open cut and strip mining in Montana go
into effect today, according to Ted Schwinden, state land commissioner. He
said the rules and regulations will permit the land department to enforce
reclamation standards. The rules will be in effect through September.
A constitutional amendment to ban all abortion except to save the mother's
life was proposed yesterday by seven senators. The amendment, introduced
by Sen. James Buckley, Con.-N.Y., would establish that fetuses are persons
entitled to constitutional protection.

Special programs offered during summer school

A court suit seeking the shutdown of 20 large nuclear power plants was filed
yesterday by consumer advocate Ralph Nader and an environmental group,
Friends of the Earth. The suit said the Atomic Energy Commission was allow
ing the plants to operate without requiring adequate protection for the health
and safety of the public.

Twenty-four special programs will
be offered for the first time during the
two sessions of summer school at the
University of Montana.

A U.S. State Department spokesman said Thursday the U.S. is willing to sell
jet planes to Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. He acknowledged that American oil re
quirements were considered in making the announcement. Abba Eban,
Israel's foreign minister, said any such sale would influence the balance of
power in the Middle East.

All of the courses are included in the
listing of summer session offerings,
and students wishing to enroll in
these courses should include them
on their program cards. Regular fees
will be charged.

Cause of student’s death questioned

A short course in Land Use Planning,
which integrates conceptual and
functional elements of art, science
and politics, will be offered in con
tinuous morning and afternoon ses
sions from July 23-Aug. 3.

The cause of the death of Lorie Ann
Drake, a University of Montana
student who died April 7, is still
unknown, according to Larry
Livingston, county coroner.
Drake, who was a junior in an
thropology, died at her home in Mis
soula. 1926 River Rd. She was the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
Drake of Fullerton, Calif.
According to Drake’s parents, in a
letter to the editor appearing in the
Missoulian Wednesday, the Missoulian had incorrectly stated that
Drake was in good physical con
dition at the time of her death.
Drake's parents said the statement
was not true. Drake received two
smallpox injections for fever blisters
over spring break, which were

followed by dizzy spells, cold
symptoms, internal bleeding and a
"general sick feeling,” according to
Drake's parents.
They said they gave those facts to the
coroner the day Drake died, and
studies should have been run which
could possibly have provided an
answer to the death.
Livingston told the Montana Kaimin
yesterday he was not informed of the
smallpox vaccine. He said a com
plete autopsy was performed. A test
for poison was also run, Livingston
said, but the results are not back yet.

Muckelston said it would be ad
vantageous for prospective law
school applicants to take the LSAT in
July in order to be included in the

Several art classes, including
Museum Without Walls, Visiting
Artist and Children’s Books will be
offered during the first session.

Physical Geology will be offered
June 23-July 21, and Lake Processes
from July 22-Aug. 18.

A dance workshop during the first
half, two sessions of a drama
workshop and two sessions of Mas
quer Summer Theaterv/iW be offered.

Final week schedule
The left hand column lists the hours that classes have met during the quarter. The letter indicates thedaysof

Time & Days of Class Meeting

Final Week Meeting
.1:10-3:1
.3:20-5:2
.8-10 an
..'10:10 a.
8-10 a n
..10:10 a.
.8-10 a.n
10:10 a
...3:20-5:2
.1:10-3:1
.8-10 a.n
..10:10 a.
.8-10 an
.10:10 a.
.1:10-3:1
.3.20-5:2
..1:10-3:1
..1:10-3:1

Computer Science will offera course
in Computer Simulation. Two credits
may be earned in the first half of
summer school (June 18-July 18),
and four credits may be earned if the
class is taken the full nine weeks.
The sociology department will offer a
seminar in Testing Ideas about
People, and students can enroll for
either the full or half sessions.

p.m.. Wed., June 6
p.m., Tues., June 5
Thurs.. June 7
i.-12:10 p.m., Thurs., June 7
., Fri., June 8
1.-12:10 p.m., Fri., June 8
, Mon., June 4
i.-12:10 p.m., Mon., June 4
p.m., Mon., June 4
p.m., Tues., June 5
., Tues., June 5
i.-12:10 p.m., Tues., June 5
., Wed., June 6
1.-12:10 p.m.. Wed., June 6
i p.m., Fri., June 8
i p.m.. Wed., June 6
i p.m., Mon., June 4
i p.m., Thurs., June 7

He said had he known about the
smallpox vaccine, different tests
would have been run.
Murder or suicide were ruled out,
Livingston added.

Law school admission test set for July
Students planning to apply for en
trance to the University of Montana
law school for the 1974-75 school
year should plan to take the July 28
Law School Admission Test (LSAT),
according to Sandra Muckelston, as
sistant dean of the law school.

The business administration school
will offer two seminars: Western
Montana Simulation Study in the
second half and Management
Decision-Making in the first half.

first review of applications during fall
1973 for the following school year.
Registration for the July 28 test,
which will be given on the UM cam
pus, must be received by the
Educational Testing Service in
Princeton, N.J., no later than July 6.
Applications and additional in
formation about the test are available
in the dean’s office at the law school.
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S en ate h eld le n g th y d e b a te on p rin c ip le s of e q u a l rig hts
Editor's note; This is the third part of
a three-part series dealing with the
Montana Legislature's treatment of
the proposed27th Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution, the Equal Rights
Amendment.
By John McNamer
Montana Kaimin Reporter
When Senate debate on the Equal
Rights Amendment (ERA) finally
began, it lasted for several hours.
Proponents focused on the prin
ciples involved, while opponents at
tacked the consequences of pas
sage.
Sen. P.J. Gilfeather D-Great Falls,
led off the argu-1
ment for the pro
news
ponents, saying, no
analysis
one will deny the
biological fact that
that a woman is a
human being and entitled to equal
rights.”
He said the amendment was neces
sary because the U.S. Constitution
does not ban discrimination on ac
count of sex, and all rights not
specifically w ritten in to the
constitution are reserved to the
states.
Gilfeather, a lawyer, said that there
are currently discriminatory laws in
some states. Such laws have been
upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court if
they are “ reasonable," he said.
He said women could not rely on the
courts for relief and emphasized that
women had asked for the right to
vote in 1870, but had to wait about 50
years before they were legally
allowed to vote.
Sen. William McNamer. R - Billings,
led the opposition. In a 30-minute
speech, he admitted reform was
needed, but argued that a
constitutional amendment was not
needed.
“This is going to raise hell with the
U.S. laws" he said.
McNamer, also a lawyer, said the
effects of the amendment were un
predictable and that it should not be
passed because of a "gut reaction" if
the objectives could be ac
complished by less drastic means.
He urged the Senate to wait and see
what would happen in Montana after
the new constitution went into effect
in July. McNamer said the Montana
constitution contained a clause
similar to the ERA, except that
women would not be subject to
military conscription on the same
basis as men.
He said the question of women being
drafted could not be passed over
lightly.
"There is no question that women
would have to go into combat," he
said. "You don’t believe it. but i do."
McNamer said that most Montana
women supporting the ERA thought
it was about equal pay for equal
work, but he said that discrimination

u. c.
BOWLING
ALLEY
WILL
CLOSE 6 PM
Fri., June 8 &
Will REOPEN For
Summer Mon.
June 11

Hansens
Ice Cream
Factory
Has

Lemon Sherbet
Ice Cream Cones
(and dozens of
o th er treats)

519 South Higgins

in employment had already been
made illegal by the 1964 Civil Rights
Act and the 1972 Equal Opportunity
Act.

One final move to save the bill failed
23 to 27, with Sen. Jimmy Shea, D Walkerville, also siding with op
ponents.

He cited a list of laws that would be
invalidated by the ERA, including
laws covering child support, rape,
alimony, custody of children and a
woman's right to a certain portion of
her husband's estate upon his death.

The last vote appeared to have killed
the resolution for at least two years,
for legislative rules provide that a
measure killed in this year’s session
cannot be reintroduced next year.

Two other Billings Republicans
followed McNamer, both speaking in
favor of passage of the ERA.
"Nature has given women so many
powers that the law dare not give her
more,” Sen. George Darrow said, but
he urged the Senate to pasc the ERA,
s a y in g ,
“ We are g ra n tin g
personhood to women.”
Sen. Antoinette Roselle, one of two
woman
senators,
discounted
arguments that women could be hurt
by passage of the ERA. She said she
believed that her grandaughter's
future would be enhanced, not
jeopardized, if the amendment were
ratified.
“ It's hard to believe we have to ask for
this,” Roselle said.
Sen. Gordon Bennett, R - Helena,
said that the state would be closing
its options by passing the
amendment. He said he believed that
there was no better body to deal with
discrimination in Montana than the
Montana Legislature.

The measure was put back on the
agenda for the next day because a
procedural technicality hadn’t been
observed which required a majority
vote to move a bill one way or
another off of second reading. The
rule that a motion is defeated on a tie
vote applies only to subsidiary
motions, such as amendments.
Thus the resolution was back where
it started — on second reading.
Three more votes attempting to
maneuver the measure one way or
another failed to break the 25 to 25
deadlock that appeared again the
next day.
A compromise motion by McDonald
to send the ERA back to the
Constitution, Elections and Federal
Relations committee and to hold it
over until next year’s session finally
turned the tide, 27 to 23.
Thus, the Equal Rights Amendment,
after generating considerable con
troversy, public hearings and dis
cussion, and taking up hundreds of
legislative manhours, went nowhere.
It is currently languishing in the

Senate Constitution, Elections, and
Federal Relations Committee.
Since there are no elections between
the 1973 and 1974 legislative ses
sions, next year’s Senate will
p re s u m a b ly have th e sam e
membership, raising the possibility
that the issue will again be
deadlocked.
The ERA generated much con
troversy and opposition in the 1973
Legislature, but at the time the
Legislature convened, the issue
seemed to be relatively unknown
throughout the state.
This is evidenced by the lack of op
position the ERA faced in the House
which first considered the issue
compared to the determined and
fierce opposition in the Senate.
The sudden but effective “grass
roots" opposition that seemed to spr
ing up throughout the state following
House passage is illustrated by the
“no" votes of 16 senators who had
co-sponsored the ERA upon its in
troduction.
While there is some evidence that
party affiliation influenced voting
patterns, there is little evidence to
show that either party exerted much
outward influence per se. Of the 25
senators who voted for the ERA 16
were Democrats and 9 Republicans;
14 Republicans voted against the
ERA and 11 Democrats sided with
them.

"We should learn our lesson from
what we did with prohibition,"
Bennett said.
Applause from the gallery broke out
several times during the debate, and
there was an intense air both in the
gallery and on the floor. Contrary to
the normal tumultuous situation
found during legislative debate,
everyone was listening to the
speakers.
Sen. John McDonald. D - Belt, was
the final speaker, making his
now-famous statement about equal
rights among Christ's apostles, and
moving that the measure be
indefinitely postponed, in effect kill
ing it.
McDonald's efforts once again
failed, 25 to 25, needing a majority to
pass.
A vote was taken on passage of the
ERA itself, and'this was stalemated
also. The chairman of the debate.
Sen. William Groff, D - Victor, an
nounced that the measure had been
defeated.
A move was made to keep the
measure alive through a parliamen
tary maneuver, and this failed 24 to
26, with Senate Minority Leader Jim
Moore, R - Two Dot, switching his
vote.
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That party alignment may have been
coincidental may be illustrated by
several facts. Of the 16 senators who
sponsored the ERA yet later voted to
kill it, 8 were Democrats and 8
Republicans. Also, both the Senate
Majority Leader and Minority Leader
voted for passage of the ERA, while
the floor whips of both parties voted
against it.

SUM M ER
STU D EN TS!
Sum m ers are too
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bother with laundry
Have all Your
clothes cleaned
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at
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and Delivery
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Dorm
542-2151
129 East Front

HAUGENS
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For All Your Photographic Needs

★ Film & Accessories
★ Cameras ★ Books, and Cards

Clark Hanson
Olympia Brewery
Western Montana National Bank
8-Ball Billiards (a belated thanks for
last year)
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1700 Stephens
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BoLegs would like to thank all our great

customers in the last school year and
wish them all the best of luck in their
finals and thru the summer. Remember
— BoLegs will have all your back to
school needs in pants, shirts and fall
jackets. Stop in this week and get a dis
count card that will allow you a shirt for 1/2
price with the purchase of a pair of pants
for back to school.

BoLegs—
corner of So. H iggins
and B eckwith — 443 Hill St.

FoosbalI tourney draw s entrants from w id e area Th e Recluse’ set for Monday at 1
A doubles team from Seattle shot Its
way to the top-prize money at
the second annual Northwest Table
S o cce r C h a m p io n s h ip s la st
weekend at Eight Bail Billiards and
Beer Parlor.
Marcio Bonilla and Larry Folk beat

timetable
Movies
Ace Eli and Rodger of the Skies,
Conquest of the Planet of the Apes
Theater opens at 8:45. Go West Ends
Saturday.
Slueth 7, 9:15 Fox Call 728-1121 for
times.
Man of La Mancha 7, 9:30 Wilma
Ends tonight.
Cowboys, The Omega Man 9:30
State
Ace High 7:05, 9:35 Wilma Starts
Saturday.

Bill Sumption and Tom Hanson of
Minneapolis three games out of five
to win the $1,000 first-place prize in
the open doubles division of the
tourney.
Other place winners in the open
doubles division were: third — Jerry
Estepp and Sergio B o rtolini,
Portland, Ore.; fourth — Jim Milos
and Joe Snider, Portland, Ore.; fifth
— Tom Seaton and Derek von
Otterstedt, Eugene, Ore.; sixth —
Duane James and Larry Schlecht,
Oklahoma City; seventh — Oscar
Johnson and Roy Egan, Oklahoma
City;eighth — Rich BowersandTom
Demerest, Boulder, Colo.; ninth —
Mike Dickinson and Dick Meigs,
Seattle and Eugene.
Rich Bowers of Boulder, Colo, won
the open singles title by defeating
Darin Krogh of Spokane in the cham
pionship match.
No first names were available in the

Fritz the Cat, 7, 10:20 "Oh Calcutta”
8:30 Roxy Ends Saturday.
Where Does It Hurt, Straw Dogs
Theater opens at 9. Go West Starts
Saturday.
The Discreet Charm of the
Bourgeoisie Wednesday Thursday
7:15, 9:35 Wilma

women's doubles final results. The
winners were Freemon and Stevens
of Portland, Ore., who defeated von
Otterstedt and Meigs of Eugene, Ore.
Tournament Director Lee Peppard
said that the placewinners in the
open doubles, open singles, and
women's doubles qualify for the
national championship to be held in
Denver next winter.
He said that $5,000 in prize money
was d is tr ib u te d am ong the
placewinners with first-place payoffs
in each division being: open doubles
— $1,000; open singles — $300;
women’s doubles — $150, and
duffers doubles — $80.
Peppard said that the entrants this
year numbered 466 compared with
183 who entered last year. He said
the furthest entries came from
Madison, Wise, and Big Spring, Tex.
He said that he thought the tourney
was a big success and will conduct a
third annual one next spring.

Two Days Only . . . Next Wednesday
and Thursday, June 6 and 7 . . .
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER. . .
BEST FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM OF THE YEAR!

The Recluse, a one-act play written
by Paul Foster, will be performed
Monday at 1 p.m. in the Masquer
Theater. The play is being presented
by members of a drama workshop
class taught by John Goodlin,
instructor in drama.
Susan Owens, senior in drama and
director of the play, said yesterday
The Recluse deals with old age and
senility in a very abstract manner.
The two characters in the play are the
recluse and Jezebel, a mannequin.

A panel will discuss heavy-rock groups and groups'
songs will be played at the request o f listeners 7
p.m.-2 a.m. Saturday.
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The Bang Gang Phillies defeated
Kru-plus for the intramural coed
softball championship yesterday by
a 12-9 score.

STARTS SUNDAY!

3 DAYS ONLY!

PeterSellers
j r j “WhereDoes
f M HHurt?”
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"M A S T E R F U L !
A

Owens said the group has been
working on the production all
quarter and said she hopes atten
dance will not be cut down because
the play is being presented during
final week. Admission to the 30minute play is free.

Phillies victorious

The mannequin comes to life and
gradually begins to dominate the
recluse’s life. Dana Kindred,
sophomore in general studies, plays

KUFM
4 p m........................................................... Sign-onNews
4:05 p.m............................
Music
6 p.m...................................Tomorrow’s University
Research in the Humanities
6:30 p.m.......... ............................... Inquiring Mind
Language and Minority Students
7 p.m............................................News and Sports
7:30 p.m.......................................................... Music
9 p m.................................. ...... News and Weather
9:05 p.m......................................
Music
11:55 a.m.....................................................Sign-offNews

the recluse and Mary Ann Farr,
freshman in drama, is Jezebel.
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Plus Sam Peckinpah’s Greatest Film . .

T H E

T IF F A N Y
C L A S S !”
Playboy Magazine

NOW TH R O U G H
SATURDAY!!

Cliff Robertson

“THE DISCREET CHARM
OF THE BOURGEOISIE”
OPEN 6:45 P.M.
Special Shorts at 6:45-9:05
“Discreet Charm" at 7:15-9:35

In French With
English Subtitles.
Showplace of Montana

STARTS SATURDAY!

W ILM A
543-7341

4 DAYS ONLY!

When planes were young
and the world was
innocent... except for
Ace's son Rodger...

O P E N 9 P.M.
Starts at Dusk
“W here Hurt?” Shows First
O ne C om plete Show

GO WEST!
D rive-In
H w y 10 West
5 Miles West of Airport

POSITIVELY LAST TIMES TODAY!

Rarely does a motion picture
bring to the screen,
all the warmth, adventure
and great music you’ve
been waiting for.
After playing
at select theatres,

“MAN OF
LA MANCHA”
Those Trinity boys are back and still horsing
around in the roughest, toughest, funniest
Comedy Western ever . . .

And Spectacular C o - H it . .

is now playing
CONTINUOUS
PERFORMANCES
at REGULAR
PRICES.
Don’t miss it!

Peter Sophia Janies
OToole. Loren ** Om
Man o f
inan Arthur Hillerfiim

lancha

PETER O’TOOLE- SOPHIA LOREN

a r th u r h ill er « .
JAMESCOCXJ HARRYANDREWS
JOHN C A S T L E A R T H U R H I L L E R - m i - i t a i m . i t o . h . scimvij,br DALE WASSERMAN « « . « ( . » . * » ■ ■» < « .« « .p w n u k b , MITCH LEIGH
lyrics to Sljgt play and lilm by JOE DARION • Original production staged by ALBERT MARRE

“MAN OFLA MANCHA"

O PEN 8:45 P.M.
Starts at Dusk
“Ace Eli” Shows First
One Com plete Show

GO WEST!
Drive-In
Hwy 10 W.
5 Miles W. of Airport

■—

TERENCEHILL BUDSPENCER

L_J T E C H N IC O L O R I

RT W. SELDEN and HAL JAMI
■dapled and conducted by u j
INPICTURE SOUNDTRACKA\

UnitedArtiste

PG S"
Showplace of M ontana

W ILMA
OPEN D A ILY A T 6:30 P.M.
Shorts at 6:45-9:15
“Ace H igh” at 7:05-9:35
No Matinees

Showplace of M ontana

WILMA
543-7341

543-7341
O PEN 6:40 P.M.
“Man of La M ancha”
at 7:00 and 9:30

Neelini and DeKeegan’s ‘Bible’ opens; 1.2 thousands cheer
By Nancy Stevens
Montana Kaimin Reporter

Neely's photography skills were in
evidence in dramatic seacoasts
shots and in the silhouette scene
where Abraham dragged Isaac up
the hill to be sacrificed.

About 1.200 persons filled the
University Theater Wednesday night
to witness the premiere of the An
tonio Neelini-Cecil B. DeKeegan
production of The Bible.

God was a favorite with the audience.
He directed earthly affairs by
telephone and observed the
decadence of Sodom and Gomorrah
on his portable television.

The cast and producers of the twohour color spectaular arrived in vin
tage automobiles and made their en
trance into the theater through
throngs of admirers in typical
Hollywood phony fashion. The stars
s p o r te d
f lo w in g
gow ns,
cumberbunds,
sunglasses
and
toothpaste-commerical smiles.
The crowd begged for autographs
and was awestruck when God (David
Hunt) materialized. A live boa
constrictor named Jake generated
even more excitement when he
arrived wrapped around the neck of a
friend. Jake did not have a part in the
movie, but he would have been a
natural in the Garden of Eden se
quence.
An hour-long "vaudeville” show
presented by members of a dance
class taught by John Henry,
graduate assistant in drama,
preceded the movie. The various
numbers in the show were slightly
disjointed and the production resem
bled a cross between Cabaret and
high school senior class night.
Highlights included a belting ren
dition o f Swanee by A rlyn
Fishbaugh, junior in drama, and a
sultry number featuring Linda
Lehman, junior in drama, singing
Turn Back, Oh Man.
Producers Steven Neely and John
Keegan made a breif appearance

The film had a catchy beginning.
Someone trudges into his hotel
room, flops down on the bed and and
picks up a copy of — what else? —
the Gideon Bible.

sophom ore in drama, played
Nefritere in classic silent screen
style.
The film ended abruptly with a jump
from Daniel being thrown to a
pussycat to the birth of Christ. Tran
sitions between many of the sceens
throughout the film were less than
smooth, but the overall effect was
c o m m e n d a b le .
N e e lin i
and
DeKeegan said the movie was made
for fun and it was.

The Biblical characters in a modem
setting produced many insane
situations. The forbidden fruit turns
out to be a joint of marijuana. Lot’s
wife is turned into a Morton's Salt
container. Joseph is sold into Egypt
on an eastbound freight.

John Keegan and Steve Neely prepare a title used In ‘The Bible'.
onstage as God made them, holding
long-stemmed pink roses in the ap
propriate places.
Midway through the vaudeville show
a telegram from “the Pope" arrived
declaring an interdict (censure barr
ing persons from the sacraments,
religious services and Christian
burial) on Western Montana.
The boisterous crowd was well
warmed-up by the time the Biblical
epic finally started. The film had so
many outstanding moments that it
would be impossible to mention
them all. The audience was kept
laughing from beginning to end and

the film received a standing ovation.
The m usical soundtrack was
skillfully matched to the action on
the screen throughout the film. The
Noah's Ark sequence, set to the tune
of Dueling Banjos, was a particularly
memorable one. The rapid sequence
shots of the pairs of animals set to the
timing of the music brought cheers
and applause from the audience.

V

Sampson, whose strength lies in his
hairy armpits, pulls down the goal
posts during halftime at a football
game. God destroys the Main Hall
clock tower, alias the Tower of Babel.
The Golden Calf, an Irish setter, is
worshipped by the people of Moses
at the Bonner Flats kegger. Noah
goes to sea in an outboard motor
boat.
At times one almost forgot the film
was a satire. The Moses sequence at
the Egyptian court was dramatically
portrayed.
Jackie
McMaster,

a c a tio n

m

Pick a vacation spot. Pack
yqur bags.
Don’t forget to board the dog
out, stop your newspaper and
cancel your milk delivery.
And most important of all,
don’t make the mistake of get
ting caught short of cash.
,We can heljVV.u^atjkhi' U;of M
with a

a d e

David Hunt was type-cast as God.

s im

p le

vacation loan. In addition, we’ll
give you safe, dependable Ameri
can Express Travelers Cheques
to carry—at no extra charge.
See how simple a vacation can
be? Enjoy yourself, knowing
you have enough money and that
It’s safely secured in 'travelers
Cheques.
Now all you have to worry
about is the r a i n . .. ,. -----

HlliSHi-. ’

Jake the Snake and friends arrive at the premiere.
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WELCOME SUMMER
STUDENTS
THE UNIVERSITY
GOLF COURSE
IS OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK
7:00 AM TILL DARK

A iii.-tiv.nt u-yj-nr-?

South 5th St. West

South Ave

★ GOLF COURSE

STUDENT RATES

i
umo

A m e r ic a T 3

vint.

Blackfoot constitution being revised
Montana's Blackfoot Indians are In
the process of rewriting the tribal
constitution. According to Charles
Connelly, constitutional convention
delegate from Browning, the first
draft of the document should be
ready by October.
The 32-member convention meets
once a month In Browning, Connelly
said yesterday In a telephone
Interview with the Montana Kalmln.
According to a funding proposal
submitted to the Montana Com
mittee for the Humanities, the
convention addresses Itself "to the
policy of tribal sovereignty for the
American Indian. The Issue Is Im
portant to the state, and to the nation

1. Lost and Found______
LOST OR STOLEN; Size 42 blue
LEATHER JACKET with (Old stitch
ing. Please return to 310 D aljkdugfa
jecket Is only one of Its s l i l ^ ^ *
kind,
Hina, It
ii la
is Identifiable. Besides, crime
Is steeling from e brother. 1 nope I
catch you.
lOB-lp
LOST: MEN’S RING In library men's
rest-room. Reward. 728-2483 or 243__________ _______104-2P
2444.
POUND; GRAY 8c WHITE short-haired

________ ___
Feed and
Read, 1221 Helen, one block west of
the University,______________105-lf

Am Interested in RENTING HOUSE for
fall. Need 2 or 3 roommates. Phone
243-2288 evenings. __________ 103-3p
ANNUAL COMPUTER SCIENCE Dept.
Picnic 8c Kegger on June 1. Contact
Kathy, Main Hall, Room 2 for infor
mation.
103-3b
THE SPA DEPARTMENT will host an
Open House on Friday, June 1, In the
old Health Services reception area
from 2:30-3:30 p.m. Outstanding stu
dent awards will be announced.
Punch and cookies will be served.
____________________________103-3b
BIG BOOK SALE: 15% off every title
in store at Freddy's Feed 8c Read,
1221 Helen._________________103-3b
HAVING A DRUG BUMMER i
Outreach service also
flee, UC 104, 243-2183.

6. Typing
TYPING, THESIS. ETC. Speedy, ac
curate. Will pick-up and deliver.
273-2795.___________________ 101-5p
TYPING AND EDITING, thesis, etc:
$125 per page. Legal and Medical.
Fast and flawless 20 yrs. experience.
Write or phone P. D. Welch, Box
1409, Poison, Montana 883-4541, 88-tfc

TYPING, experienced. 549-7282.
SEED A SECRETARY?
editing 50 cents a page.
_ _ xs-uc

8. Help Wanted______________
APPLICATIONS NOW BEING TAKEN
for part-time school bus drivers for
school term 1973-74. Apply at 629
Mount Ave. Missoula, Mt.____ 104-2p

COLLEGE STUDENTS AND TEACHavailab
needed
career
$600.00
Phone

for next year or make
with our growing company.
+ to start or profit sharing.
728-9120 for further info.
___________103-3b
VOLUNTEER WSI — girls Y-teen sum
mer camp, July 1-8. Call YWCA, 9-5,
9-2991._____________________102-4p
NEED SUMMER EMPLOYMENT? Jobs
available. Redlodge Canning Com
pany Inc., P. O. 520, Redlodge, Mont.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: National
Corporation will hire young male
students for Manager Trainee Pro
gram. Work in Montana or any one
of seven other Western States.
(Make more money than you ever
dreamed possible. Send name, age,
address and phone number to P.O.
Box 1181, Missoula, Montana, c/o
Ross Dastrup. You will be contacted
for a personal-confidential interview.
86-tfc

9. Work Wanted
WANTED PART-TIME Job for summer
- 3 Programmer. Basic Fortran Cobol.
Call 728-9445 after 5 p .i

10. Transportation
RIDERS NEEDED, leaving Tuesday,
June 5 for PORTLAND. Share gas and
driving. Call 543-7455 after 3 p.m.
103-3f
NEEDED: Rider to MINNEAPOLIS.
Must share driving and gas costs. Will
H—
— June
T— 7.
"—Om---Mjtig---leave
Call 728-1713. 1 103-3f

as a whole, In that it means that the
Blackfoot people would be free to
choose a destiny of their own."
The Blackfoot tribe have asked the
Montana Comm ittee fo r the
Humanities to fund a series of lec
tures and workshops to acquaint the
public with what the convention is
doing.
The committee will decide next week
If It will finance the program, Bruce
Slevers, director of the committee
said.
Some of the issues the convention
will be dealing with are tribal water
rights when In conflict with state
water claims, state jurisdiction over
Indian citizens, civil and criminal

NEEDED: A ride for one to SEATTLE
anytime during the next two weeks,
848-8242._____________
103-lf
RIDE WANTED Eest to CHICAGO or
South to DENVER. Cen leave June
8. 243-4798.________________ 108-11
after June 6th. 343-4723.

RIDER needed east, June 8. 243-4088.

Oka Johnaon.
103-3f
Riders need to ALBUQUERQUE. LOS
ANGELES. 428-5488. Leaving after
June 3 . __________________ 103-3f
DRIVING TO ALASKA THIS SUMMER? Taking rider.? Will share gas
and driving. Call Virginia, Stevensvllle, 777-3175 anytime.
m-g*
ONE RIDER NEEDED TO L.A. Share
gas and driving. Standard trans.
Leaving afternoon June 5th. 728-3225.
104-2f

share costs. Call Gary, 243-5386.
___________________ ________ 104-21
WANT A RIDER TO SHARE EXPENSES to Portland and/or San
Francisco. Leaving June 6th. 728-

jurisdiction over non-Indians on the
reservations and questions Involving
the right of the tribe to tax non-lndlans.
The convention, which got underway
last November, Is the result of a
speech delivered In July of 1970 by
President Richard Nixon which
condemned the practice in the 1950's
of dissolving Indian tribal structures.
According to documents from the
c o n v e n tio n ,
th e
B la c k fo o t
Interpreted Nixon's statement to
mean “that the president recognized
the wishes of the tribes to continue
self-government and an exlstance of
separateness from the Influence of
various states."

OPENINGS AFTERNOON KINDER
GARTEN, morning 4
In the fell. 843-8882.

19. Wanted to Buy
WANT TO BUY WOMEN'S GOLF
CLUBS, 349-0737.__________ 104-gp
oft for all your goodsl Before mov
ing sell them to Woody St. Exchange,
820 Woody.
___________ 94-l2p
Woody
FORD. 2-door. 849-8222.
1949 FORD,
99-7p
COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS, new or used,
hardcover or paperback. Book Bank,
_______ 92-14C
540 Daly.

20. Wanted to Rent
GRAD FAMILY needs 3 or 4 bedroom
furn. or unfurn. from 9-1 to 6-15,
243-6612, 543-5626.____________105-lp
GUEST FACULTY NEEDS 3 OR 4 BED
ROOM furnished house from June
15 to July 15. Contact Dana Bunnell
243-4641.
____________ 104-2C

21. For Sale
Driving back to Missoula from CALI
FORNIA the week of June 10? Would
like ride, share expenses. Call Vir
ginia, Stevensville 777-3175 anytime,
Need riders to RICHMOND. Virginia
Need ride to SAN FRANCISCO area.
Will share expenses and driving.
Must be the 6-9. 549-4421, ask for
Dennis.____________________ 103-3f
Ride needed to LOS ANGELES on or
before June 15. Will share expenses.
Call 728-1039._______________ 103-3f
Two girls need ride to NY/NJ area.
Share driving and expenses. June 1-5.
Carolyn 243-2265.____________ 103-3f
RIDERS NEEDED to FARGO, leaving
5th or 6th. Share driving, expenses.
Call 243-5044.________________102-4f
TWO NEED RIDE TO SEATTLE. Share
driving and expenses. Anytime from
5-25 to 5-28 on. Call Carolyn, 4103.
____________________________ 101-5f
CHIC needs ride to CALIF, after June
8th. Help with driving: expenses.
258-6673. Ask for Cathy.
100-6pf
NEED RIDE TO PITTSBURG. Share
expenses, driving. June 1-14. Larry
543-8972.
95-12p

16. Automobile! for Sale_______
1946 DODGE, 4-door. Big car, can seat
seven. Good rubber, needs clutch.
Best offer. 243-2748._________ 105-lp
1971 M.G.B., BLUE. 549-4203. 104-2p
1969 VW BUS, good condition. Make
offer. See at 719 Evans.______ 104-2p
FOR SALE 1973 PORSCHE 914 appear
ance group, metallic paint. 8,000
miles. 549-8130.
103-3p
*61 VW, good condition. 949-1985. 103-3p
1969 KARMANN GHIA. One owner.
Call after 6 p.m. 549-5268.
103-3p
1969 VW BUS. AM/FM, sun-roof, newly
rebuilt engine. $1650 or best offer.
728-2789.___________________ 102-4p
1959 CADILLAC. $175. Good condition.
543-4938. Be good transportation
home.
102-4p
1966 JEEP WAGONEER. P.S., 4X, V-8,
AC, AM/FM, Michelins. New: ex
haust, clutch, drive-shaft. $1231.27.
949-0274.________
102-4p
1969 PONTIAC CUSTOM S, 47,000,
O.H.C. 6. Michelin tires, John 5492291 at noon or evening.______ 101-Sp
1968 PONTIAC TEMPEST. OHC-6 , 3speed, 4-door, new tires plus 2 studdied snow tires. Must sell. 542-0184.
_______________
101-Sp
'62 CORVETTE, excellent condition,
both tops. 307, 4-speed. 543-7583 after
-----101-5p
MUST SELL 66 GTO. Good condition.
in., mags., radials. 243-4530
! 704
■ ■ fAber
c Hall.
lOO-Op

18. Miscellaneous
FREE — HALF GERMAN SHEPARD
PUPPY, cute and playful. 728-9812
Room No. 11._______________ 104-2p
COIN OPERATED COPIER at Clerical
(Lodge) produces copies on 50% rag
content papen For use by students,
faculty and staff . . suitable for thesis
work._________
102-4b

PORSCHE — 914, 1970. Write: Miles,
Box 243, Whitefish, Mont. 59937 or call
after 5:00 p.m„ 862-4557.______ 104-2p
VW BUS RIM $8. 543-8749.
103-3p
MUST SELL PIONEER SX-525 stereo
receiver and Scott S-15 speakers. 8
months old—excellent condition. Will
sell together or separately. Save
$$$$$. 243-4067._____________ 103-3p
10x45 GREAT LAKES TRAILER, stu
dent owned with a price that can be
arranged. 549-0633 after 9.____ 99-tfc
KAYAKS. Also paddles and
jackets. See at 801ft E. Front. Tele
phone 546-9437.
85-tfc

22. For Rent
CRUDE BASEMENT apartment, fur
nished. Available June 15. One block
from campus. $65/mo. 549-2482 after
5.__________________________105-lp
2-BEDROOMS FOR 4 STUDENTS.
Furnished. Most utilities paid. Near
U, 728-4325.________________ 104-2p
2-BEDROOM FURNISHED DUPLEX,
SllO/mo. utilities not included. From
June 1st to Sept. 1st. Phone 728-3418.
____________________________104-2p
ACROSS FROM UNIVERSITY. Males
only. $50/mo. Kitchen privileges,
washer/dryer. 728-2837.______ 104-2p
LARGE 2-BEDROOM apartment to
sublet — completely furnished, able
to sleep 4. Close to campus and town.
6180/mo. Call 728-7387._______ 103-3p
SUBLEASE JUNE 1. $100/mo. 2-bedroom, furnished. Call 543-4741 or
5933. Close to campus._______ 103-3p
Wish to sublet 2-BEDROOM HOUSE
for summer months. Right on campus. Call 543-7636.___________ 103-3p
WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE to
share expenses in 2-bedroom house.
$40/mo. and half utilities. 728-7168
after 4 p.m.________________ 103-3p
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share 2-bedroom apartment $50/mo.
Completely furn. utilities paid. Close
to University. Call Ann at 549-3612.
__________ 103-3p

The FBI Is continuing to Investigate
the threatening letters received by
ASUM President Qarry South and
Conrad
The FBI Is continuing to Investigate
the threatening letters received by
ASUM President Qarry South, Keith
McDuffie, chairman of Faculty
Senate, and Conrad Yunker, Central
Board delegate, Joe Servell, Mis
soula FBI agent, said yesterday.
Servell said since the case Is still be
ing Investigated, “we can't make any
comment at this time."
The FBI was called to Investigate the
threatening letters since they
violated U.S. mailing laws.

• Traffic Board meets today at 11 In
the UC Montana rooms.
• The SPA Department will host an
Open House today from 2:30-3:30
p.m. Intheold Health Services recep
tion area. Outstanding student
awards will be announced.
• Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
will meet tonight at 7:15 aboard the
Ark.
The house physician stated that he
found the actress In a delicious con
dition, a victim of amnesia, and run
ning a temperature of 103 degrees.
New York (N.Y.) Times

Cuisine Cantonese
THE GOLDEN PHEASANT/BAMBOO VILLAGE
Open 11:30 A.M. Dally
318 North Higgins

728-9953

UNIVERSITY CENTER
SUMMER COURSES
Cordon Rouge
|udo
Tennis
Ceramics
Guitar (Beg. & Adv.)
Photography (Beg. &Adv.)
Photography Seminar

Childrens Art
Handwriting Analysis
Woodcarving
Karate (Beg. & Adv.)
Sailing
Montana Wildlife
Dog Obedience

JUNE 18 - AUGUST 17
Register |une II thru June 18, from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
at University Center Information Desk.
Courses are non-credit and open to the entire community.
Call 243-4103 for further information.

UNIVERSITY OF M O N T A N A

and airy. Basement room. A remoi
ed swimming pool. Summer. $55/ea
728-4831.
103-3f
SUMMER CABIN for one $50. plus
utilities. No pets. See at 1138ft
Cooper after 5._____________ 103-3p
ROOM FOR RENT, girls only. Sum
mer and academic year. Kitchen
facilities. University area. 728-3077.
102-4p
TO SUBLET: 2-bedroom married stu
dent housing. Second summer ses
sion. 1102-8th Ave., Helena. 442-6755.
_________________________ 102-4p
nished house. For summer __ ___
mer session. $50/mo. Call 549-4287
early mornings or evenings. 102-4p
APARTMENT TO SUBLET for summer.
$100/mo„ partially furnished. One
bedroom: washer, dryer, garbage.
Utilities extra. Call 728-3669 evenii
dngs.
)9-tfc

24. Jobs Available
SOCIAL WORK graduating seniors. In
formation concerning Job openings in
the Northwest is now available. Con
tact Anne Bertsche WC 109. 103-3b

27. Bicycles

with barbecue. Sign up at ASUM
WESTERN VILLAGE: East Missoula,
horses for rent, general consignment
auction every Friday at 6:30 pjn.
Trading post, buy, sell or trade—open
every day. 549-2401.
1-tfc

G-men still hot on
death letters’ trail

28. Motorcycle!

pick your

ncei

^Before You Buy, You O w e It T o Yourself To See Us.
W e h a v e a larg e se le c tio n o f d ia m o n d s in all
p ric e r a n g e s a n d in all s iz e s . P ick a n y size
y o u w a n t in a n y p ric e c a te g o r y y o u w a n t an d
y o u will find it in o u r co llectio n .
lU oiltoltom tn U tutd to tbout dttotl
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J o u rn a lis t-p o litic ia n reveals future of A m erican politics
Editor's note: Shaun Thompson is
the Montana Kaimin’s resident
political theorist. Thompson was
state vice-chairman of the Montana
McGovern for President Committee
and was a McGovern delegate to the
1972 Democratic National Conven
tion. Thompson is currently a
member of the Missoula Democratic
Central Committee and the state
rules committee of the Montana
Democratic Central Committee.

By Shaun Thompson
Montana Review Editor
Many historians and political
observers have theorized that the
election of Richard Nixon in 1968
marked the beginning of a
generation of Republican hegemony
and the start of the sixth party
system.
The most commonly accepted clas
sification of previous party systems
is the following. The first came in
1800 when the Jefferson-Madison
clique overthrew the. Federalist
bigwigs (Hamilton etal). The second
system arrived in 1828 with the
ascendency of Andrew Jackson and
the “common” man. The third came
in 1860 with the election of Abraham
Lincoln and the start of the Civil War.

The fourth system entered in 1896
with the election of William McKinley
and the rise of Republican capitalism
in the Northeast. The fifth system

began in 1932 with the election of
Franklin Roosevelt and his supposed
institution of a welfare-state. This
latter system, according to the
aforesaid political historians, ended
in 1968.
However, the fifth party system had
started to disintegrate long before
1968. The New Deal political
coalition began collapsing as early
as 1948; the continuation of New
Deal domestic programs and the
Truman foreign policy doctrine
blurred the fact that the political
alignment backing these policies
was slowly shifting.

majority party (and there still isn’t).
From 1948 on, the Democratic can
didate for President has received the
majority of the popular vote only
once (Johnson in 1964).
Phillips says the 1964 election
r e p r e s e n te d
a p e rm a n e n t
realignment of the Deep South with
the Republican party “while the
D e m o c r a ts , h a v in g lin k e d
th e m s e lv e s to th e N e g ro

Moreover, in this transitory period
from 1948 to 1968, there was no true

What Phillips naively fails to com
prehend is that the 1964 election was
a deviating election and not a true
reflection of the strengths of both
parties. The following facts show
how much the 1964 election deviated
from the norm.

• In 1964 Indiana went Democratic
for the first time since 1936.
• Even s ta u n c h R e p u b lic a n
conservatives, such as Ronald
Reagan, asked Goldwater to stay
dear of their states in 1964.

But top Republican leaders knew
differently. A special division of the
Republican National Committee
started a drive, after Ike's first elec
tion, to breakup the aging New Deal
coalition. The drive was labeled
"Operation Dixie.”

The South spent the 1950s going
through a realigning period until the
region found its natural home in the
Republican Party in 1964. However,
as I shall conjecture later, the South
will eventually come back to the
Democratic Party. At any rate, the
Deep South and Arkansas have little
significance from an electoral
standpoint—the entire region has
only 53 electoral votes.

Any generalizations Phillips can ex
tract from such a deviating election
are just that—generalizations.

• In 1964 the Republicans lost hun
dreds of counties in the Northeast
which have been flawlessly in the
GOP column since the Civil War.

Eisenhower continued Truman's
policy of “containment,” and he
failed to cut back, to any great extent,
social programs introduced by
p r e v io u s
D e m o c r a tic
ad
m in is t r a t io n s . H e n c e , th e
Eisenhower years appeared to be a
mere deviation in a continuing
Democratic era.

Kevin Phillips, in his book The
Emerging Republican Majority, at
tributes the breakup of the New Deal
coalition to the “Negro problem.”
This may be true; but what Phillips
fails to grasp is that the South split
from the Democratic Party long
before 1964—the date he contends
the divorce occurred. Since, and in
cluding the election of 1948, the
Democrats have taken the entire
"solid” South only once (Stevenson
in 1952).

socioeconomic revolution and to an
increasingly liberal Northeastern Es
tablishment shaped by the success
of the New Deal, sank the foun
dations of their future into the
Northeast."

R IC H A R D N IX O N has failed In
h is a t t e m p t to fo r m
a
Republican majority.

• A Harris poll of Jan. 11, 1965,
showed that 18 million people voted
for Goldwater only out of party
loyalty.

ID E O L O G U E Barry G oldw ater
was crushed in a “deviating”
election.

Angus Campbell calls this type of an
election a "high stimulus" election.
That is, an election in which the elec
torate places major importance to
the choice between the candidates.
In 1964 the Republicans claimed,
“ In your heart you know he's right.”
And the Democrats countered, "In
your guts you know he’s nuts."

What I was trying to suggest, before
being interrupted by LBJ and Barry,
is that the election of 1948 marked
the beginning of the end for the New
Deal coalition and the start of a
prolonged realigning period in
neither party could claim a majority
of popular support. The supposed
R-3 -

W E S T YELLO W STO N E
P H IL H A R M O N IC
ONE OF THE BEST BANDS
TO APPEAR IN MISSOULA
IS NOW AT
FRIDAY
NIGHT
JUNE
1ST

MUSIC FROM
9:30 PM1:30 AM
231 W. Front Street

WESTERN
WAREHOUSE
FOODS

DOWNTOWN---------150 EAST SPRUCE

f

fresh

FRESH
| FRESH

Be Cool This
Summer
Shop The
Bette J Shop
In Holiday Village

SELF-SERVICE MEATS
1 BAKERY PRODUCTS
| DAIRY DEPARTMENT

1

PRODUCE
DEPARTMENT
Open 24 hrs — 7 Days A Week
ALL AT WAREHOUSE PRICES
TO SAVE YOU MONEY!!!
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Democratic majority during
period was a myth.

this

This proposition naturally leads to
the question: "If the Democratic ma
jority has withered away, will it be
replaced by a rising Republican ma
jority?” The answer is NO. It will be
re p la c e d by an e m e r g in g
independent majority.
Since 1952, there has been an in
creasing trend of nonpartisanship in
the United States. At the present
time, independent voters outnumber
Republican voters.
Polls show that the younger the age
group, the larger the number of
independents. Almost half of the
voters under 30 consider themselves
to be independents. Therefore, the
trend toward lack of party iden
tification seems likely to continue.

An era with no majority party might
be similar, politically, to the period
between 1876 and 1892 when no man
elected president won a majority of
the popular vote.
The new majority will either continue
indefinitely, be absorbed by one of
the two existing parties, or culminate
into a third major party.
A question here remains to be
answered. With the “great middle"
now independent, what will be the
composition of the Republican and
Democratic parties? The logical con
clusion is that both parties will
become more structured along class
lines.

Such a majority will consist largely of
former Democrats that have moved
from the lower to the middle class—
Jews, Catholics and blue-collar
workers.
This band of former misfits will hold
the balance of power between two
m inority parties and will vote with the
party that deals best with the
“security" issue. When I say security,
I mean economic security, security
from criminals and security from
Communists.

The general media view of George
Wallace is that of a classic bigot. But
somewhere beneath Wallace’s racial
hang-ups there are definite strains of
populism. In Alabama he has built
schools and highways, and he has

Centrist, New Deal policies were re
jected by both leftists and rightists in
1968. RFK called labor too middle
class and George Meany often
refused to talk to him during the elec
tion. Wallace said that there was not
a “dime's worth" of difference
between the two major parties.

At this point, the reader is probably
confused as to how leftists could
possibly politically miscegenate with
the Wallace faction. However, aside
from the issue of race (which will
inevitably die out as a major issue),
the two factions are not that far apart,
ideologically. Both speak for the
lower classes.

D E S P IT E
H IS
R A C IA L
B IG O TR Y , G eorge W allace is
really a populist spokesm an for
the lower class.
The Republican Party will keep its
elitist, minority constituency—rural,
small town, and suburban Protes
tants, businessmen and profes
sionals. However, as the election of
1968 indicates, the Democratic Party
is being drastically realigned.
During the 1968 election, the
Democrats split into three factions;
the McCarthy-Kennedy insurgents

Besides, what is a "conservative" and
what is a “ liberal?" When former U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Hugo Black
first took the bench he was labeled as
a Southern redneck. However, Black
turned out to be one of the greatest
defenders of civil liberties in the his
tory of the judicial system. Likewise,
former Montana U.S. Sen. Burton K.
Wheeler was branded as a radical.
But Wheeler has often exhibited a
fundamentalist
philosophy that
borders on reactionism. So, despite
unfair stigmatization by the media,
both the extreme factions of the
Democratic Party are opposed to big
industry, big business and big
government.

vigorous efforts to bring sorely
needed new industries to his state.
Wallace's methodology in ac
complishing these ends might be
questionable, but the good intent
was there nevertheless.
In 1968, Wallace ran well in the
populist Ohio Valley and in the
populist mining and logging coun
ties in the Rocky Mountain area.
Wallace also picked up a great deal
of support from poor rural areas in
Texas and Oklahoma. Wallace took
the discontented Deep South away,
not from the Democrats who had
already been ousted the preceding
decade, but rather from the
Republicans.

These two extreme factions will
eventually come together to form a
new Democratic Party composed of
minorities, poor whites, students and
intellectuals. Needless to say, the
new Democratic Party will be a
minority party of the lower classes,
just as the Republicans are a
minority of elites.

Primary elections and the mass
media have combined to deprive
American political parties of their
two most natural functions—to
nominate a candidate and to expose
said candidate to the public.
Therefore, the nonideological public
has no need for political parties.
Currently, only three to four per cent
of the adult population can be con
sidered party activists.
The new independent majority will
be derived mainly from the middle
class and it will be the "extreme
center" spoken of in The Real Ma
jority, authored by Richard Scammon and Ben Wattenberg. Walter
Dean Burnham calls it the "great
middle."

on the left, Wallace on the right,
and the centrists (labor and the
party's status quo). With the center
moving out of the Democratic Party,
the way is clear for the two extreme
factions of the party to merge. If 1968
can be termed a “critical” election, it
is because that election started anew
populist era within the Democratic
Party.

R O B E R T K E N N E D Y shared
the sam e natural constituency
w ith G eorge W allace.
spent generously
programs. He has

on health
also made

I contend that two seemingly op
posite people such as Robert
Kennedy and George Wallace
appealed to the same basic
constituency. In an article on the
Wallace campaign in 1968 in The
Village Voice of July 18, 1968, Paul
Cowan reported that many of the
poor, white Catholics who signed
Wallace petitions would have voted
for Kennedy. Cowan quoted one avid
Wallace supporter as saying of
Kennedy, “ He wasn’t like the other
politicians. I had the feeling he really
cared about people like us."
R-4 -

MUSIC & BEER
ALLYOU
CAN DRINK
$1.50

BIG BARN
on 93 Strip

(in the Green Room)

NO W T H R O U G H SATURDAY!!
Have WE Got a Show For Y O U !.. .

ALL POOL CUES & CUE CASES

1 Hour Free Pool
For You And A Friend
With Each Purchase

All of this
equipment

U.C. BOWLING ALLEY

is brand new

1 0 0 BEER IS BACK

HAPPY
HOUR

FRIDAYS
3 PM-6 PM

★ SCHOONERS
PITCHERS
BOTTLES W ESTERN
BOTTLES EASTERN

PLUS

. . • An exact replica, on film , of
the show horny N ew York
audiences paid $25 to see!
N ow every seat a front row seat for $1.75 . . .

231 W. Front Street
★
★
★

He’s X rated and animated!

“OH! CALCUTTA!”
•
Very Strictly Rated X

D eluxe C olor

100
750
250
300

O P E N 6:45 P.M.
“Fritz” at 7:00 and 10:20
“Calcutta" at 8:30 Only

Th e Beautiful

ROXY
543-7341
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In the Indiana primary of 1968,
Kennedy swept the seven largest
counties where Wallace ran
strongest In 1964. Kennedy also
carried white backlash areas like
Hammond, Gary, South Bend and
East Chicago.

to merge the next populist coalition.
McGovern, a son of a Methodist
minister, projected a fundamentalist
Image that appealed to Wallace
voters In the early primaries. The
slow-talking South Dakotan looked
no more radical than Billy James
Hargis or any single one of his AllAmerican Kids.

Third parties, such as Wallace’s
American Independent Party, often
occur when major realignment Is tak
ing place. Burnham says "the
Wallace uprising is a major sign of
this recent fluidity."

McGovern ran well In both the bluecollar wards of Manchester, N.H.,
and the farming regions of Wis
consin. He seemed to have caught
populistic and isolationistic trends.
However, the primary that made him
the Democratic front-runner, Wis
consin, also was the beginning of the
end.

Phillips points out that recent trends
show the Democrats picking up sup
port in such traditionally Republican
areas as Vermont, New Hampshire,
Oregon and Northern California.
More importantly, the new populism
is cutting into its natural bastion—
the Midwest—with gains in Wis
consin, Ohio's old Western Reserve,
central Iowa and parts of the
Dakotas.

The misunderstanding of McGovern
and
widespread
ticket-splitting
reflect the deviation of the election.
The relative strength of both parties
were obviously not expounded by
the election results. Therefore, no
contention of a Republican majority
can be made.
Now, a look at the future.

U ntil the W isconsin prim ary,
McGovern was relatively free from
being used as a target for political
flak. His opponents were too busy
trying to knock off Muskie. However,
with polls showing McGovern the
favorite in Wisconsin, the political
honeymoon ended.
Scoop Jackson was the first to draw
blood. The senator from Washington
state pointed out that McGovern hpd
supported political maverick Henry
Wallace in 1948. Humphrey and
Jackson also started calling
McGovern and his platform
"radical." Hitherto these attacks, no
one knew that McGovern was a
"radical"—even South Dakotans
were surprised to find out that they
had a pinko for a senator.

“ RAD IC A L”
GEORGE
M cG O VER N failed to m erge
the two factions of the new
populism.

the Post-Dispatch. George came
across as a radical—and a wishywashy one at that.

Humphrey seriously damaged
McGovern's credibility by attacking
his economic proposals in the
California primary. George was
wounded, but ironically, the
"radical" tag did not stick until after
he moderated his positions. In other
words, when McGovern was radical
people thought he was moderate,
and when McGovern became a
moderate people thought he was a
radical.

The election of Richard Nixon in
1968 was a result, not of an emerging
Republican majority, but rather of a
divisive realignment period within
the Democratic Party and what V. 0.
Key called the “decline in the
political homogeneity of groups.”
The 1968 election also displayed a
final rejection of New Deal policies
as transmitted through Johnson and
Humphrey.

The mass media did not help
McGovern much—the press covered
him too well. Nixon followed the
smartest tactic of his political career
by refusing to campaign. So, from
the viewpoint of the press, 1972
truned into a one-man campaign.
Every little change in McGovern's
position, or spat w ith in the
McGovern
organization,
was
covered extensively by the press.

It would be a mistake for anyone to
interpret the election of 1972 as a
consolidation of a Republican ma
jority. Like 1964, last year’s election
was a deviation from the true state of
American politics.

Richard Dudman, W ashington
bureau chief of the St. Louis PostDispatch, says his paper actually cut
back on coverage of McGovern so
that campaign coverage would be
more balanced.

For a while, it looked as though
George McGovern could be the man

Unfortunately for McGovern, not all
newspapers followed the example of

Republican nominee in 1976 should
be off the hook. I anticipate that
nominee to be either Sen. Charles
Percy of Illinois, or Sen. Howard
Baker of Tennessee.

bring the South back Into the party
if nominated. However, the new
populism will not take Its true shape
until the "race” issue Is defunct.

Actually, the only chance a moderate
or liberal has to capture the
Republican nomination in 1976 is for
the conservative faction to split
between Spiro Agnew, John Con
nelly and Ronald Reagan.

Another senator nominated from the
Midwest might have more success In
trying to form the new Democratic
Party than did McGovern. There are
many presidential hopefuls from this
populistic area—Sens. Walter Mon
dale of Minnesota, Gaylord Nelson of
Wisconsin, Birch Bayh of Indiana
and Harold Hughs of Iowa. My pick
to take it Is Sen. William Proxmire of Wisconsin. He must be
ready to run—he just got a hair
transplant and a face-lift.

As for the Democrats, a moderate
Southern governor, like Reuben
Askew of Florida, could possibly

So, the proper statement for con
clusion might well be, "Proxmire in
’76.” Oh hell, here we go again.

Percy would be an Ideal candidate
for the GOP’s effort to court labor,
while Baker is getting favorable
publicity for his intensive ques
tioning during the Senate Watergate
probe.

A Friendly Reminder!
While the Watergate Affair will
defuse the “ law and order" issue for
the Republicans in the Congres
sional elections next year, the in
cident will have no long-term
drawbacks for the GOP.
The blame for Watergate will even
tually be put on Nixon and his
friends, not the Republican Party.
After all, dirty campaigns are rVot new
to Nixon. In his first campaign for
Congress, Nixon demolished his op
ponent with slogans like: "A vote for
Nixon is a vote against the Com
munist-dominated PAC (the CIO's
regional Political Action Committee)
with its gigantic slush fund.”

The student health service
pharmacy will be closed
this summer so

anticipate your summer
medication needs

So, with Nixon taking the res
ponsibility for Watergate, the

WELCOME SUMMER
STUDENTS

Be a special kind of Navy Flyer.
Be a Naval Flight Officer.
THIS
SUMMER
AT THE

U. C. BOWLING ALLEY
OPEN MONDAY
JUNE 11
Open MONDAY-FRIDAY
5:00 PM-10 PM

UNIVERSITY CENTER

W henever a Navy plane is under
electronic control, that plane is in the
hands of a Naval Flight Officer. Naturally,
as a candidate for Naval Flight Officer
training you’ll need some very special
qualifications. First, you must really want
to fly, even if you’ve never flown before.
You’ll also need a college degree and the
kind of mind that works well with math
and physics.
W aiting at the end of your training
program is a Navy Com mission and the
Golden Wings of a Naval Flight Officer.
By then you'll be an expert in areas like
Jet Navigation and Airborne C o n tr o l. . .
equipped to do your job w h ereveryou go.
But whatever your specialty, travel
will be part of your life. And so will
challenge, responsibility, achievem ent
and reward.
If that’s the kind of career you’re
looking for, and if you think you’ve got
what it takes to be a Naval Flight Officer,
send in the coupon. It will bring you all
the facts. O r talk it over with your Navy
recruiter. He's at (206) 442-1470.

SEN D TO :
C om m anding O fficer
Navy Recruiting Sta., Seattle
300 120th Avenue NE
Bldg 1, Suite 200
Bellevue, Washington 98005
(Attn: Officer Programs)

I---------------------------------------

1

j Gentlemen:
j I like it. Please send more Information on what it
I takes to be a Naval Flight Officer.
| Name______________________ ______ Age-----------j Address____________________ ______ —--------------- | City_________________ State----------------- Zip---------j Current College Year__________________ —-----------

Be a success in The New Navy.

____________________ 1
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Thirty courses of study leading to one or more of
eleven different degrees.
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES:
Department of Anthropology
Biology
Department of Botany
Department of Chemistry
Comparative Literature
Department of Computer Science
Department of Economics
Department of English
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Department of Foreign Languages
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Department of Drama
Department of Art
Department of Music
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There is by no means a lack of University spirit among
the students, but it is necessary to renew it occasionally by
sheer effort. The students have felt the need of some com
mon interest, something around which they can rally. In
view of this they have begun a college paper, of which this
is the first issue. THE KAIMIN will foster a true and last
ing college spirit among us. It will work for the interests of
the University, and not least of all, will be a good adver
tising medium for the merchants of Missoula. There is a
season for football, baseball and tennis; but a college paper
must be perennial. THE KAIMIN will bid you welcome at
the beginning of the college year, it will be with you during
the year, and bid you farewell at the close.
So began the introduction of the first KAIMIN, published
June 1, 1898. This special edition is dedicated to that first
issue and to the vast group of University of Montana grad
uates who have pursued far reaching careers, bringing much
recognition to UM, during the last 75 years.

We would also like to thank at this time our advertisers
and contributors, without whose generosity this issue could
not have been published. Contributing agencies are Presi
dent Pantzer's office, the UM Alumni Association, the UM
Store Board Reserve Fund and the MONTANA KAIMIN.
The articles contained in this issue do not necessarily
reflect one point of view. They are only literary contribu
tions from interested persons, given for your reading pleas
ure. Certain articles have been reprinted from the original
edition and are marked 1898. The rest bear the name of
the author.

Someone has said that the three events of life are the
cradle, the marriage altar and the grave. But he could not
have been a college graduate; for of all events, the day
of graduation stands forth as the highest mountain peak
along the shore of life. More anticipation, more difficulties
to overcome to reach it, more congratulations and seeming
importance, at least, for the time, never come in life. This
is no more true of those who graduate this year than of
the University itself. It will have other graduations, but
never a first again. We trust the graduation classes may
increase in size from year to year until their Alma Mater
will be presented in the nation as well as the state. 1898

Perhaps the most serious question to students is how to
stay at college till the course is completed. But there is
another not less bothersome decision to make, and that is
will it pay? We must confess that there is some sentiment
in the view that Americans take of a collegiate education.
It has become so universally recognized as a good thing,
that men do not stop to discriminate between cases. Tell
a merchant, banker or professional man that you are con
templating a collegiate training, and in almost every in
stance he will pat you on the back and say that your
ambition is a noble one and that you will make a grand
success. Tell a farmer that you have resolved to take a
four year’s course, and he will unfailingly say that it is just
the thing to do and that he wished he had done the same
thing. His answer would be the same if you had told him
it would take fourteen years instead of four, and that you
must make your expenses as you go along. But when the
young man returns from his heroic struggles, these people
are armed with two replies instead of one. If he has been
successful they will say: “I told you so—time and money
are well invested in education.” But if he has been over
powered by the difficulties to be surmounted, they are ready
to say that he had better have stayed at home on the old
farm, and that his ambition was too great for his talent
So in seeking advice on the question it is well to bear in
mind that nine men out of ten will give you an answer not
founded on their deliberate judgment but one which they
have on hand “cut and dried” for all occasions. Each one
must decide for himself but if one is dissatisfied with his
prospects, a year or two in college till he can make a deci
sion is a very safe thing to do.
1898

A Lifetime S earch for P eace
Editor’s Note: Clarence Streit, a graduate of the University
of Montana in 1919, has long been considered one of the
more prominent alumnus in the University’s history. He
gained national recognition in 1939 for his thesis on an
alliance of federal democratic states which he outlined in
a book entitled “Union Now.” His proposal, which was sub
sequently praised and ridiculed, was to join fifteen demo
cratic nations into one new federation. The nations would
have in common their citizenship, military defense system,
trade policy, money and communication system. He is cur
rently president of Federal Union, Inc., located in Washing
ton, D.C., and is editor of “Freedom and Union” magazine.

LARENCE STREIT has long been a man who
favors freedom and peace for all mankind. While
Streit was editor of THE MONTANA KAIMIN
in 1917 he wrote an article in opposition to a letter sent by
the student body supporting the enrance of the United States
into WW I. The editorial follows:
Blind Democracy
I have been asked why I voted against
sending the telegram to President Wilson
which was to say that the University stu
dents “stand behind him in whatever he un
dertakes.” I was opposed to it because I ob
ject to the all-inclusiveness of the wording
which I have just quoted.
When the war first began we condemned
that very attitude among the Germans. We
criticized severely their blind obedience to
the Kaiser. Now at the first shadow of war,
although we are not in the danger the Ger
mans were with hostile countries on both
sides, shall we lock up our brain and throw
the key away?
To say that we are behind the President in
everything he undertakes, especially at this
stage of the international situation, is to un
dermine the very foundations of democratic
government. It is an indication of mob-mindedness and is least to be expected and most
to be deplored when found in our colleges.
Instead of being a “glittering generality”
the telegram should have said something def
inite. If it had said, “We are behind you in
every move you make to aid the cause of
democracy aganst autocracy, and we urge
you to make the entrance of the United
States into the war dependent upon the defi
nite agreement of the allies to establish a
league to enforce peace after the conflict is
over and while overpowering the German
government to oppose dismembering and eco
nomically crushing that nation and thus sow
ing the seeds of future warfare”—if the mes
sage had been of that order, I would have
been among the first to say aye.
Streit enlisted in the Army for World War I. In 1920, at
the close of the war, he became a reporter for the Philadel
phia PUBLIC LEDGER and later, in 1929, a writer for
THE NEW YORK TIMES. During this period, Streit saw
the League of Nations formed only to fail in the wake of

the Second World War. While a correspondent for THE
TIMES in Geneva, Streit became aware of the difficulty
in solving world problems with any present form of estab
lished council or governing body. Thus, in 1931 he wrote
for THE TIMES:
The world as seen from Geneva appears an
Alice in Wonderland world, devoted to the
propositions that all nations are created
superior, the part is greater than the whole
and the day is longer than the year. . . .
What is impressive In Geneva is that of
sixty nations any fifty-nine should realize so
acutely the absurdity of the other’s claim to
be the only one in step, and that none of them
ever realizes that each is simultaneously
making that very same claim. . . .
Since that time, Streit has been actively promoting an
Atlantic Union. His statement to the Subcommittee on Inter
national Organization of the House Foreign Affairs Com
mittee on March 26, 1973, further explains this concept.
On April 18, 1973, the House voted 210 to 197 to send the
Atlantic Union resolution back to committee. The Senate
had already unanimously approved the resolution. The state
ment follows:
My first testimony in favor of this basic proposal was at
a hearing of the House Foreign Affairs Committee in 1948,
just 25 years ago. My latest testimony on it was before
your subcommittee on July 13 and 15, 1971, some 20 months
ago.
Both of these periods—even the very short one—have
been marked by truly amazing changes in the world situa
tion. The net result of them all makes me support the
proposal before you as still more important and urgent than
it was 20 years ago. As I said here then, these changes, up
to that time, “have brought us nearer and nearer the in
evitable deadline, when the approval of this proposal would
come too late for it to help prevent another world monetary
crash, another world depression, another breakthrough for
Communist dictatorship, another world war. Although the
resolution would still serve to mitigate and shorten these
catastrophes, if anything can.
When I was writing “Union Now” in the 1930’s I learned
how little I know of United States history. I had just one
year of U. S. history—and I think this is true of most of
us. That was in Missoula High School; I had none at the
University of Montana. In researching for “Union Now,”
however, I studied deeply our federal history. I read all the
early Constitutions and even the Colonial charters of the 13
States. And I found one sentence in the Pennsylvania Con
stitution of Sept. 28, 1776, that expressed so much wisdom
so pithily that I made it the text of a key chapter—the one
entitled “How to Organize the Democracies.” Here is that
sentence:
“A frequent recurrence to fundamental principles is abso
lutely necessary to preserve the blessings of liberty and keep
a government free.”
To me, one of the most powerful of the many reasons for
deciding this year to call this convention is simply this:
Nothing else can bring so deeply, widely, effectively, inspiringly, creatively, that recurrence to fundamental American
principles—a recurrence that has been all too frequent in
my lifetime and is now grievously overdue.
Most Americans, I believe—judging partly from my many
talks throughout our country since 1939 on Federal Union

of the Free—have had no more education in U. S. history Patterson, Senators such as Estes Kefauver and Walter
than I myself had (that one year in high school) before George (once chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee)
“Union Now” led me in my thirties to study it thoroughly.
and such Congressmen as James Wadsworth and Christian
The creation of our Federal Union was more than a teen Herter to mention none of the many who still live and
ager s task. It was more than a man-sized enterprise; it support this proposal—this proposal has continued through
required a galaxy of great men—and too many of us still out 24 years to enjoy impressive support, here and abroad.
have only the teenage idea of it they got, maybe one year,
Yet, hitherto, it has always been opposed by the Execu
in high school. No wonder so many of our youth now despair
so soon of our government and drift as far from our funda tive Branch and, though neither the Senate nor the House
mental principles, toward Old World concepts and methods has ever voted it down, only the Senate last Fall—and again
this very day—has yet approved it. It was approved by the
that are quite the opposite . . .
Had we Americans recurred to our fundamental free fed House Foreign Affairs committee last year, 22 to 9.
eral principles, we would not have put our hope for world
What will history say of that bleak record? Is it not alpeace (as we did in my childhood at the turn of the cen already the worst of the three chapters which our genera
tury) in the creation of merely a World Court of Nations. tion has written in the history of free government? A n ri
Had we turned then to those principles, would there have what will history say if, in the Congress, this proposal
come World War I?
suffers the same fate now?
Had we, after that holocaust, turned back to those prin
• Now when the chief executive, President Nixon, is a
ciples, I believe we could have been spared World Depres 1951 co-sponsor of it who has publicly given his support
sion I in 1931, the resulting rise of Hitler and World War to this proposal in his letter of March 10 to Congressman
II. But President Wilson, and the majority in the Senate Findley?
(though not a two-thirds majority there) sought to make
• Now when the resolution backed by both the Majority
the world safe for democracy, and end war, by a worldwide
version of the league system that had failed so badly to and Minority leaders of House and Senate, and the same
text already has the unanimous approval of “the other
attain those objectives, even for our Thirteen States, when body?”
united only in the “League of Friendship” of the Articles of
Confederation.
The decision we make now on this proposal is, I believe,
President Wilson’s opponents and successors strayed even as vital as that which Congress faced in 1822 on how best
further from our basic way of life . . . Into isolationism, to meet the challenge then to our fundamental principles
and neutralism between freedom and dictatorship abroad of Federal Union of the Free. And so I commend to you
. . . into trusting the golden calf of “Cash-and-Carry” to these words of President Lincoln. They led that Congress to
take the way that has gone ringing on through history ever
keep them out of war.
since.
Since World War II we have trusted in another world
“Fellow citizens, we cannot escape history. We of this
wide league, plus an alliance of the North Atlantic democ
racies. In this rocket-atomic era we have continued to trust Congress and this administration will be remembered in
freedom and peace to principles that our forefathers tried spite of ourselves. No personal significance or insignificance
in the time of the oxcart and muzzle-loading musket and can spare one or another of us. The fiery trial through
which we pass will light us down in honor or dishonor to
scrapped as unworkable even then. And the results now?
The once Almighty Dollar left gold only a year and a the latest generation . . .
half ago to save our and the world’s economy from Depres
We even we here—hold the power and bear the respon
sion II and prove it was “as good as gold.”
sibility. . . . We shall nobly save or meanly lose the last
Well, the dollar’s value in the world market is now only best hope of earth. . . . The way is plain, peaceful, generous,
about half what it was worth in gold on Aug. 14, 1971. just—a way which, if followed, the world will forever
Our national and international deficits continue their applaud, and God must forever bless.”
threatening rise.
That was the result. History has proved it since that
Peace? On the very day, Sept 14th, when the Senate time. I think it will be the result at this time.
was adding tough guidelines to its acceptance of the fiveyear SALT agreement, the House approved, 332 to 40, a
$74.6 billion appropriation for defense, said to be the hugest
one-year defense appropriation since World War II.
N ot D ead Y et
• Before World Wars I and II and World Depression I,
no serious effort was even made to recur to the funda You’ll chew ropes to survive. Nail skin to bone
mental principles that are “absolutely necessary to preserve and hug yourself forever. Last spring another man
the blessings of liberty and keep a government free.’” We left for the mountains and the trees bloomed.
strayed from them thoughtlessly, blindly at that time. His Cliffs opened and fell to the rivers. Now you sit
tory will find there is not even tha texcuse for the con by a stump in Missoula and five grizzlies die
tinued deviation from them since World War II.
at Bond Lake because you are married. An elk herd
Through the past quarter century, the Congress, the Presi tried to break into a cabin. You hid in the closet.
dent and the State Department have been faced with the A sailboat capsized on Flathead and that sawmill
federal alternative. Since 1949, Congressional resolutions to at Somers cut off more than you’ll ever imagine.
recur to our fundamental free federal principles have re A speedboat races to save her. It’s full of professors.
peatedly asked them to call a convention to explore with They’ll make you the waterski champion of Poison
our NATO allies agreement to make the federal answer our and tie your hand to the towline. Only a loon walks water.
goal.
A new generation of eagles wants to nest in your bedroom.
Starting with such leaders as Supreme Court Justice Rob Only a beautiful woman can save you.
erts, Under Secretary of State Clayton, Secretary of War
Dan Graveley

A n E xotic Ballot
//"* AST summer Montanans did a very surprising
and exotic act. They voted to legalize gambling.
At the time, in Billings, it astonished me. Being
a recent repatriate from Las Vegas and Lake Tahoe, I re
member back to a prissy Puritan archetype dominating the
50’s and most of the 60’s. I was conditioned to expect this
purity syndrome to last forever. But this vote seemed to
indicate a stunning reversal and to promise an exciting
future.
During the summer and fall, gambling and the vote be
came an obsessive topic with anybody who would talk to
me. Many arguments were put forth. One sidewalk cynic,
Max, told me that the reason for this vote was that Bob
Woodahl shut down church bingo games. The legislature
will hem and haw, until they get enough campaign contri
butions, then pass a law to have bingo and raffles—and that
will be the end of that!
A lawyer, at Natali’s Cafe in Red Lodge, explained that
Montanans had not really voted to legalize gambling but
had merely voted to allow the legislature to consider and
decide on gambling. It was a good point, but I wondered.
Maybe many of us felt that we were called upon to vote
for or against gambling, not for or against a sophisticated
and legalistic question. Anyway, I thought, “legal question”
or not, it was a 50,000 plus majority, and most politicians at
least know how to count votes.
At a house party, a minister assured me that gambling
was evil. He painted a lurid tale where this wealthy Miles
City rancher had retired and began playing the slot ma
chines. The rancher lost all his savings and his wife, then
turned to drinking, thus ending his life in a wretched mess.
The Reverend Dinsdale pointed out with this true story
how gambling corrupts society. Besides, he added, the Mafia
moves in wherever gambling is legal. It made me think
about by tained friends in Las Vegas. But I didn’t feel
that all of them were evil. No, my “enfant per dus” down
there was not tainted. With this in mind, I thought that
just maybe, to some people, gambling was fun; where one
day you can be one of the “elect” and the next day not. That
way, nobody was going to Heaven or to Hell.
In the legislative assembly Representative Dick Colberg,
“enfant terrible” to Montana Power Co. and their land rap
ing combine, greeted me by asking what I had come there
for. I told him I had come to investigate and report on
the gambling issue. Immediately, he asked me whether I
was for or against it. I said, like a good reporter, “neither.”
Knowing I had been in Las Vegas he said, “Sure, pass coal
stripping and turn it into a desert, then pass gambling and
we can have Las Vegas here!” Before I got to answer, he
had gone. I wanted to ask where was the plains Montanan
when the corporate interests were raping the mountain
Montanan and his land? And now that the mountain Mon
tanan was interested in a new non-polluting industry, a part
of his tradition, he became another symbol of exploitation
by “corporate interest” preying on the “poor sodbuster.”
I also wondered why Colberg assumed that Montana gam
bling would in any way resemble the gross practice in Las
Vegas.
In Nevada, the different between Las Vegas and the Lake
Tahoe-Reno area is like two brothers, one bom and raised
in Miles City and the other in Butte. They have little in
common, except that they both like gambling. Montana gam
bling would most resemble the mellow atmosphere of Lake
Tahoe, not the hard sell of Vegas.
A1 Dougherty, counsel and registered lobbyist for the
IfX j)

Montana Coin Machine Operators, made a sharp analysis of
the vote majority. He in essence told me that there were
five major groups combining to produce the 50,000 plus
votes: 1) those who voted for wide-open gambling. 2) those
who voted for limited gambling, which is legalization of
punch boards, bingo, pull tabs, pinball machines, poker,
pangini, that have been historically played anyway in
Montana, thus the outlawing of so-called “hard core” gam
bling games such as faro, monte, blackjack, craps and
roulette. 3) those who wanted bingo only. 4) those who
were feeling the bite of property tax and income tax and
figured gambling was going on anyway, so why not regulate
and tax it. 5) those who are tired of having their personal
lives regulated.
The entire vote majority intrigued Dougherty and caused
him to re-appraise the social structure of this state. He
came to the conclusion that there has been quietly forming a
revolutionary social viewpoint in Montana.
This idea fascinated me.
I asked him what caused this startling conclusion and
he stated, with poignancy, that people in part feel revulsion
and are reacting to authoritarian control in their private
lives; that the hot debate in the legislature about abortion
was an example of the state telling people what they can
do with their bodies; that young people in the use of mari
juana and other drugs were probably reflecting this revolt;
that these young people were reacting as people did to
the prohibition of liquor, and these people were saying,
“the government says I can’t do it, fie the government, I
will do it”
With anticipation, I waited in Helena for testimony in
the first hearing concerning the house sub-committee on
gambling. It unfolded like a diluted morality play.
Arch rivals of the gambling forces came out in force,
Reverends Harper and Hunter with Senate counterparts
Bertsche and Tumage. The pro-gambling group contained
the Montana Coin Machine Operators and the Montana
Tavern Association. Each group presented their case to the
committee members. The ministers were against gambling
with the two senators willing to compromise for bingo and
raffles. The M.T.A. was asking for gambling on a scale that
would eliminate “hard core” games like 21, craps, and
roulette. The coin operators were for machines only, but, if
forced to compromise, would eliminate slot machines.
Most of the testimony was predictable, but what surprised
me was how little was said about economics. The ministers
saw the problem purely on a moral basis, while the M.T.A.
and the coin operators viewed the issue from a self interest
viewpoint. Nobody presented any plea worth mentioning for
the whole of Montana.
K. Ross Toole’s “Montana, a State of Extremes,” points
out some economic factors that should be looked at very
carefully. He quoted from a research report, “Montana
Economic Study,” by the University of Montana School of
Business. For the most part, the study presented some de
pressing facts. Toole wrote, “The state is economically stag
nant not merely in comparion to national norms and aver
ages, but even in comparison to its neighbors, the northern
Rocky Mountain states (Idaho, Wyoming, Utah, and Colo
rado) .” And the future seems even more dismal. In one area
of personal per capita income, Montanans can expect these
statistics. “Montana stood a full eight per cent above the
national average in 1950.” Toole continued that by 1968 it
was 14 per cent below the national average. “Moreover,” he
wrote, “projections to the year 1980 indicated a further
decline to 21 per cent below the national average.”

Indeed, if this is allowed to happen, we shall become a
state of young children and old men and women. Those in
between will flow out of state, forced by economic necessity.
When I think of Nevada and revenue generated there,
it becomes apparent that gambling could become a vital new
industry. The Nevada Gaming Control Board estimates that
the gaming industry creates 35,000 jobs directly and 55,000
jobs indirectly. The industry earned 660 million dollars in
gross revenue which resulted in 55 million dollars in taxes
to fund the general fund. Of course Montana would not
realize this kind of revenue, but we could begin.
Whenever I go back to Billings and drive by the hospital,
I think of Ernest Hemingway creating his short story “The
Gambler, The Nun, and The Radio.” Maybe Hemingway was
wi iting about A1 Dougherty’s “social revolutionary view
point. ’ Hemingway wrote about “the opiums of the people.”
He listed religion, booze, sexual intercourse, the radio, gam
bling, ambition, education and bread. What was not opium?
Revolution.
In the future the gambling issue will become very promi
nent. Most of the press of the state say very little about it.
Possibly because they are not resolved in their minds about
the virtue or vice involved.
The question then comes, what can Montanans expect? It
is hard to predict, but there is one fact that stands out in
my mind. It was made by Dougherty as he testified be
fore the sub-committee on gambling. “Whether you pass a
gambling bill this time or delay it until 1974, I want you
to recognize, gentlemen, that each session of the legislature
henceforth will be dealing with some phase of gambling. Be
cause any law you adopt will have to be amended, changed
to fit new conditions, to include or to exclude certain games,
to regulate in some different way, to tax by a different
method. I think a whole new field has been opened by the
people in the June 1972 election. It is something that no
legislator can ever effectively escape again.”
The constitutional prohibition against gambling has been
wiped out. To me, Montanans are as strange and wonderful
as our chimerical mountains, plains and sky.
Frank Danichek

How the S pokane Falls W ere N amed.
(An Indian Myth)
AYOTE and his wife and two children, Antelope
and his wife and two children were good
friends. Old Cayote and old Antelope fished and
hunted together, while Mrs. Cayote and Mrs. Antelope
dressed the meats and fish, brought the wood and the
water, packed the ponies, tanned the skins of the buffalo,
deer and bear. They were camped in one big lodge made of
buffalo hides near where is now the beautiful city of
Spokane.
The Cayote children and Antelope children were running
around the lodge rolling a ball made of buffalo skins. Old
Cayote said to old Antelope: “Look, how our children have
only a ball of buffalo hide to play with, while down—far
down where the sun shines hot all the days live Indians
whose children have the big white moon to roll around;
and every time they touch it something comes into their
bodies that drives away all ill feeling. Let us fit well our
children with arrows and bows and send them to steal the
moon and bring it to us that we may touch it and have that
something come into our hearts, making them good and

strong through all the days that are coming to you and
to me and to our wives and children.
“Good, good,” said old Antelope. “Our boys shall go.”
Very busy were Mrs. Cayote and Mrs. Antelope preparing
moccasins, dried berries and roots for their sons, who were
to travel so far from home.
After ten sleeps young Cayotes and young Antelopes
reached the camp where shone the great, round-white moon.
They laid down behind some bushes and watched the chil
dren of that tribe rolling and having such a good time with
the moon.
The young Cayotes want the moon very much. They don’t
want the Antelopes to have it, and they cry:
“We shall take the moon and run far away with it!”
When the moon was rolled their way the older Cayote made
a dash for it, but could not get it and he was killed by the
children of the moon. Then the other Cayote tried, but he
was killed too. The children of the moon ran away and
leave the moon, because they think a great band of warriors
have come to take it. Then the Antelopes take the moon
and try to roll it away, but they are young and the moon
is large; and, although they try much they can roll it but
ten steps. They sit down to rest, and then try again. This
time the moon ran away and the Antelopes after it Many
days they ran, but at last brought the moon to their camp.
When they came, old Cayote and old Antelope were sitting
in the lodge talking about their sons, who were soon to
come home. Then two young Antelopes stop at the door
and say:
“Cayote, oh Cayote! We tell you news. Cayote, your two
sons are dead.”
Cayote stood up and said:
“What?” Then he blamed Antelope for the death of his
sons.
“It is not my fault that your sons are dead,” said old
Antelope. “You said, let us send our boys in quest of the
moon, and I said they shall go. You are a coward.” At this
Cayote hits Antelope, and feels that he hates him. But
before they could begin to fight in earnest, the two young
Antelopes run in, leaving the moon outside, and begin to
tell their story. Cayote went out because his sons are not
there. When he saw the moon he stole it, and in his anger,
rolled it down and over the bank into the river. It sank,
making the water roar and foam and gurgle, and mists that
looked like soft frost rose out of the river. Becoming fright
ened at what he had done, Cayote ran very fast and told
Antelope that the moon was in the river. Swifty, indeed,
did they hurry to the river, but could not get the moon out,
and there it is now, making what is called Spokane Falls.
K. J. Ronan 1898
Rennam the Magician
Born just past the horizon under
the eyelid of a seer,
squeezing the breasts of a madwoman
and telling her it is all over,
he speaks with his teeth on that swollen
part of her, makes it even more
tender in her pain. She painted her face, gave in
like a martyr and had a throat deep enough for him.
Still Rennam doesn’t understand his own tricks.
Through the curtains what he thought was a tree
was moonlight between trees.
George Manner

1912 the professor’s salary was $2,000, in 1950 about $8,000,
today from $16,000 up. Not until the late 1960s could the
grounds of the campus be made, and kept, attractive, and
new buildings sacrificed, until that date, architectural fea
tures to floor footage. Financial stringency lay at the bot
tom of a great many of the difficulties experienced by the
University—and still does.

Changes at the U niversity Over the Y ears
ET’S get statistics out of the way at once. They re
veal the most obvious changes. The original cam
pus of 50 acres has been extended by several acres
and from time to time is still being added to. The number of
buildings since 1919, when I came to the University, has
increased from five to you name it. Departments have in
creased in size and demands. (In 1919 the building now
occupied by the Department of Psychology housed the law
school in the basement, the library on the first, and the
Departments of History and Economics, Classics and English
on the top floor.) The faculty numbered about 30, now more

Administrators
The University has had 12 presidents in 75 years. The
ablest of them have been driven away by the State Board
of Education—with the exception of President Clapp, a most

First President of the University,
Oscar J. Craig.

Present President of the University,
Robert T. Pantzer.

than 400, the students fewer than 800, now more than 8,000.
There were, in 1912, 15 departments and two schools (Law
and Engineering), now 36 and eight. The number of admin
istrators has increased. President Clapp (1921-35) had one
more-or-less inactive vice president, one man who served as
business manager and registrar, one superintendent of
grounds and buildings, one secretary and one typist. How
many vice presidents and other executives and their secre
taries are there now? In sum, the more of everything the
more of expense and complexity.

patient man—Duniway, Craighead, McCain, McFarland. The
last helped the board to accept his resignation. The first
president, Craig, ruled the institution. He enrolled each
student personally and gave excuses for absences. Yet he
was a good man for establishing the University. After the
second president both faculty and students had easy access
to the president, a genuinely important matter. Although
that easy access exists today, a faculty member of a student
is likely to go first to any one of a dozen other executives.
The deans of students, lucky if they a shared secretary,
operated with correctional ruler in hand. Now those deans
are comparatively, shall we say, democratic.
The first two presidents were hampered by the powers of
a local executive committee of town businessmen who could
hire faculty and oversee the distribution of budget monies.
Later presidents had to contend only with the State Board
of Education, which at first met annually, now monthly.
Up to the time of Dr. Clapp (1921-35) the faculty had
little or no part in administration, though it had many
men of character and ability. In 1921 a resolution calling
uopn the chancellor and the president for a statement of

Finances
The one component of the University that has remained
proportionately stable is the biennial budget. Owing to the
establishment of six units of the greater university the
budget will always remain inadequate for all six. Consolida
tion has been advocated by several presidents, one losing his
position because of political work for it One year, when
President Clapp faced a sizable increase in the number of
students, the budget was cut. Not until the 1960s was a
substantial increase in faculty and staff salaries possible. In

policies went almost unheeded, but out of it grew the
Budget and Policy Committee of seven faculty members. It
is still operating. It was advisory. The presidents who used
it wisely made matters easier for themselves and more
nearly satisfactory for the faculty. Those who used it
unwisely, seldom consulting it, made matters difficult for
themselves and for the faculty and hampered the develop
ment of the University.
Development of the University
Until its closing in 1908 the preparatory school pupils
outnumbered the college students. They ranged in age from
13 to 18 and presumably acted their age. At his inaugura
tion President Duniway (1908-12) called upon students to
be young men and young women, not boys and girls, going
not to school but to college. He set about to build, fast, a real
undergraduate college—too fast for the State Board and for
the citizens of Montana. President Craighead (1912-15) in
creased the range of subjects taught and added the schools
of Forestry, Music, Journalism and Pharmacy and strength
ened the School of Daw. He envisioned a university. From
his time until the 1950s however, the strongest effort of
presidents and faculty was to develop an excellent under
graduate college. They succeeded.
President McCain (1945-50) took the first step toward
developing graduate work by appointing a part-time dean of
the Graduate School. President Clapp, nearly 20 years ear
lier, had set an example of research for his faculty by turning out from time to time scholarly studies in geology. (No
president since has done research work, though President
McCain completed his requirements for the doctor’s degree
while in office.) It was not until 1904 that a full-time
dean of the Graduate School was appointed. Since then,
with the stimulus of financed federal projects, the amount
of research on the campus has steadily increased. The
University is now a fully fledged one.
In developing a good undergraduate college the establish
ment of a core of studies to enlarge the interests of all
students was for forty years an engrossing task for the
faculty. No core has proved satisfactory7. The present fac
ulty is still searching for the workable, utterly satisfactory
core to be required of all students. At one time (1933) the
College of Arts and Sciences curriculum was set up in four
divisions—biological, physical and social sciences and the
humanities, each of the four omnibus courses to be taken
by all students, then three of them, then two of them, then
none. A complex of reasons for their failure to fill the bill
existed. The humanities course, greatly modified, still moves
along.

in full swing and controlled the political and the social life
of the campus. In the 1930s “Independents’’ organized and
for a short while threatened that control. Since the 1950s
the fraternal groups have gradually weakened in appeal
until today their glamor and their influence is at an ebb.
The students, when I arrived on the campus (1919), were
a Sa3’» attractive lot, not burdened with tryring to find
themselves—that would come normally7—and concerned, if
at all, only slightly with local, state, national and world
affairs. They were good students, many of them excellent,
mature as individuals as young people of that time were.
They danced, put on play7s and musicals and skits with
verve, were enthusiastic about a student literary maga
zine, supported athletics (though seldom to the satisfacion of athletes and their trainers), attended church, in
short had a lively normal life. The Ureys, Streits, Ann Wil
sons, Jessie Biermans, Bill Jamesons belonged to those
days. The splendid output of graduates then and in the
following years, graduates who went to centers of compe
tition and made good, have been a pride of the University,
so much so that under President Johns (1903-66) a distin
guished service award was inaugurated ,fo honor them.
A sense of coziness, of familiarity, of family warmed the
campus well into the 1930s. Size alone prevents such gen
eral warmth today. Students had letjpeot for faculty and
approached them with deferential friendliness. For instance,
on Aber Day, president, faculty and students turned out in
| the morning to tidy the enmpus with rakes and shovels and
trucks, lunched together on the campus, and in the after
noon had fun. Students distributed a satirical and mildly
scurrilous pamphlet poking fun at faculty and students.
The Great Depression, however, struck and jobs became
scarce. It frightened students and adults alike. Desire for
safety and security seized students, particularly seniors. A
student during those days, speaking on the campus years,
later called the students the do-nothing generation. Others
willed them the lost generation.
With the return of Veterans from World War II maturity
set in. The veterans had no interest in either the political
or the social life of the campus. They were here to get a
degree and then a job. Many of them were married. Presi
dent McCain (3945-50) cared deeply for the welfare of the
individual student; he realized that students, particularly
\ eterans, needed help and established guidance and coun
seling services. \Yith the veterans came enlarged interest, in
affairs of the nation and the world.
The successor to Dr. McCain favored the idea of the cam
pus as a self-contained place with high intellectual en
deavor. His autocratic ways rubbed the students the wrong
way. In disagreeing with him and his policies they devel
oped much independence. They demanded control of their
affairs. They demanded to be treated as responsible per
sons. The story of student thought and action since the
1950s is known to all of us. Knowledge of and commitment
to ideas and actions that concern the whole world jumped
enormously. Soon students were looking at themselves wonderingly and at the education they were receiving. Thev
came face to face with reality. Rebellion followed, then a
readjustment. Are students today living in a world which
seems to them all wrong?

Students
In the early days, before 1908, the faculty held a tight
rein on students and their affairs. The treasurer for stu
dent funds was a faculty member. Student committees in
cluded faculty* members who, more often than not, made the
motions. Dances were conscientiously chaperoned. Only one
dormitory existed, Craig Hall, for women. Students lived
in city dwellings. Under such a circumstance control was
difficult. No other dormitories were built until the early
1920s. With their growth in number the strong hand of the
faculty weakened, although early dormitory regulations
The complex university of today can, with difficulty, be
were strict. Today the students have gained relative inde conceived as having come out of the comparatively simple
pendence.
college of the early 1900s. Yet, to one associated with the
In the days of President Duniway there were two fra University of Montana for a half-century or more, the
ternities and four sororities. The faculty welcomed their I process is clear enough.
growth. By the late 1920s these fraternal organizations were
H. G. Merriam

View of the Campus from Mount Sentinel, 1900.

Main Hall and the Science Hall, 1901.

V

View of the Campus from Mount Sentinel, 1903.

View of the Campus from Mount Sentinel, 1973.

Retired General Telford Taylor, the chief U. S. counsel at
Nuremberg, says this is "the most costly and tragie na
tional blunder in American history;” He says that the spirit
of Nuremberg and the U. N. Charter has been invoked to
justify a venture that has “smashed the country [Vietnam
. . . vis Indochina] to bits . . . none there will ever thank
us.”
This instance of bread
The Indochinese peoples must see us as strange liberators.
anchoring the cutting board.
A coal becoming coal
The Vietnamese first proclaimed their independence (in
burning in the stomach.
our lifetime) in 1945 as one country, following French and
Japanese occupation and well before the Communist revolu
tion in China. But from 1946 to 1934 the U. 8. denied the
Avenues to both worlds
people of Vietnam this right of self-determination and inde
pass through this gate.
pendence by vigorously supporting the French in their
abortive attempt to recolonize the country. At the time of
the French defeat at Dien Bien Phu in Asia, the U. 8. was
The heavy smell reknits
paying over 80 per cent of the French war cost.
the crushed muscle of a field
Following Dien Bien Phu, it appeared to most Vietnamese
within our skulls:
nationalists that self-determination, reunification and inde
pendence again would be their right by the provisions and
promises of the 1954 Geneva agreements.
a hidden store of grain
behind the eyes.
The “Final Declaration of the Geneva Conference,” on
Acres of pale sky
July 21, 1954, stated that “the military demarcation line
drain to our limbs. ;■
[17th parallel] is provisional and should not in any way be
interpreted as constituting a political or territorial boun
dary.”
We take this with us
The declaration further said: “On the basis of respect
traversing winter sunlight.
for the principles of independence, unity and territorial in
tegrity . . . general elections shall be held in July, 1956.”
The 1954 Geneva Agreements on Vietnam did not estab
a single brick
lish the 17th parallel as a permanent dividing line, creating
& fingers that will fold together.
two separate, sovereign Vietnams. It recognized one nation
David Long
and specifically provided for unification elections in July,
1956.
This, however, was not the U. S. plan for Vietnam. Our
country imperially and deceitfully began a process, complete
On R evolution and Reconciliation
with fraudulent legal trappings, to create out of thin air
and whole cloth a separate, “sovereign” South Vietnam.
I n I ndochina
Since that time Vietnam and all of Indochina has been a
veritable lake of fire, a place of deepest human sorrow
HE poetess, Emma Lazaras, wrote about truth.
afflicted by a cruel war.
President Nixon told the world following the Jan. 27,
1973, signing of the Paris Agreement that he had concluded
Truth? why truth glances from the callous mass,
a “peace with honor” in Indochina. Either he lied or this
A spear against a rock. He hugs his hate,
leader of our country was ignorant of the truth. The agree
His bed-fellow, his daily life-long comrade;
ment solved none of the basic problems about the U. S.
Think you he has slept, ate, drank with it this while,
presence in Indochina.
Now to forego revenge on such slight cause
As the revealed truth?
On Jan. 23 Nixon said to the nation, “The United States
will continue to recogidze the Government of the Republic
So then, consider imperialism: the policy, practice, or ad of Vietnam as the sole legitimate government of South
vocacy of seeking to extend the power, control, or dominion Vietnam.” This imperial proclamation was made in the face
of the 1954 Geneva Agreements and the 1973 Paris Agree
of a nation.
Now, has the United States been acting in Indochina as a ment which recognized three Vietnamese parties with a
global policeman under the Nuremberg principles and the legitimate interest in national reconciliation and national
United Nations Charter to "deter, prevent or defeat aggres unit. TIME magazine on Feb. 5 quoted the U.S.-backed
sion?’’ Or is our country extending its power and inter Nguyen van Thieu on reconciliation: “If a stranger enters
ests there by economic and military means, which is im your village, shoot him in the head.”
As the U. S. military forces recently withdrew from Viet
perialism? The citizens of the United States have a right to
a clear answer, for U. S. actions are carried on in the name nam to nearby Thailand, American civilians have poured
of each one of them and are paid by their tax dollars. The into Vietnam by the thousands to replace the military. The
people must assume the moral responsibility for millions war waged by our country in the three Indochinese nations
of tons of bombs dropped on three small nations and the goes on, by deceit in Vietnam and Laos, overtly in Cam
millions of dead, maimed and refugee persons who have bodia.
received, often innocently, this punishment on themselves
The Vietnamese forces that the U. S. oppose will continue
and their land. And this U. S. participation in the self- tlieir presence in Laos and Cambodia to protect their logis
determinations of Indochina continues today.
tical supply lines around the 17th parallel to southern VietT he Loaf
“A box-top that is in good condition should
have no other desire than to be on its box.”
—Rilke

nam. They also will continue to support the Lao and Cam
bodian forces on their borders who oppose the U. S. presence
in those countries.
Following the 1901 U. S. invasion of the Philippines and
subsequent military interference in Central America, Mark
Twain in a 1905 protest wrote the “War Prayer,” ’ which
could be a prayer for today.
O Lord our Father, our young patriots, idols of our
hearts, go forth to battle—be thou near them! With
spirit—we also go forth from the sweet peace
of our beloved firesides to smite the foe. O Lord, Our
God, help us tear their soldiers to bloody shreds with
our shells; help us to cover their smiling fields with the
pale forms of their patriot dead; help us to drown the
thunder of their guns with the shrieks of their wounded,
writhing in pain: help us to lay waste their humble
homes with a hurricane of fire: help us to wring the
hearts of their unoffending widows with unavailing
g ief: help us to turn them out roofless with their little
children to winder unfriended the wastes of the deso
lated land in rags and hunger and thirst . . .
Miss Xliat Thi Mai, a student at the Faculty of Literature
at Saigon T’riversity, immolated herself on May 16, 1967, at
a Saigon Buddhist convent. It was a patriotic art of suicide,
a direct protest against what she felt was a genocidal war
by the U. S. against the Vietnamese people. She left for her
co,nntryinen. for all of Indochina and for eternity a poignant
plea—the praver of one on the receiving end of the Amer
ican brand of salvation.
0 Vietnam, Vietnam
Please listen
to the last words
of one
who loves Vietnam!
1 am on the side
of mv forefathers
of Revolution
of the young generation
of all those who suffer:
orphans, widows,
the injured,
the exiled.
I am for the fatherland:
I cry because of the shedding of blood
of both innocents and wicked.
O Vietnam, Vietnam
why this hatred among men?
why this killing of one another?
who will be the defeated?
who will be the winner?
O please remove all labels!
we are all Vietnamese
we are all Vietnamese
let us take each others’ hand
to protect the fatherland.
O Vietnam, Vietnam!
Revolution can be the casting off of imperial bonds,

whether those placed across the sea by King George on the
American colonies or those placed across the sea by the
U. S. on the nations of Indochina.
True peace and reconciliation of the peoples of Indochina,
among themselves and with the people of the U.S., will take
place only if the American people demand that their gov
ernment cease its military operations in Indochina and
allow the forces of self-determination to work.
Prince Noredom Sihanouk is the head of state who con
trols more than 80 per cent of Cambodia. U. S. B52s and
fighter bombers have been raining tens of thousands of tons
of sophisticated, murderous bombs on his country the past
few weeks. The U. S. is trying to preserve its usurping
puppet government in Phnom Penh which controls less than
20 per cent of Cambodia. Prince Sihanouk says about rec
onciliation :
Our people and our government will be well pre
pared to maintain friendly relations with the U.S.A.
when it ceases to yiolate the 1954 Geneva Agreements
on Indo-China and consequently withdraws completely
and unconditionally its own and “allied” armed forces
from our Indo-China.
As for the relations among our three Khmer, Lao
tian and Vietnamese peoples, they are and will be
based on strict respect for each other’s sovereignty.
Wo have suffered and are suffering too much to
gether, physically and morally, under the colonialism
and imperialism from the West to conceive relations
of another nature among us.
Blunt advice on this matter has been given to his fellowAmericans by the former Commandant of the Marine Corps,
General David Shoup, a patriot who received the Congres
sional Medal of Honor for heroism on Tarawa during
World War II.
I want to tell you, I don't think the whole of South
east Asia, as related to the present and future safety
and freedom of the people of this country, is worth
the life or limb of a single American . . . I believe
that if we had and would keep our dirty, bloodydollar-crooked fingers out of the business of these
nations so full of depressed, exploited people, they will
arrive at a solution of their own—that they design and
want—that they fight and work for. And if, unfor
tunately, their revolution must be of the violent type
because the “haves” refuse to share with the “havenots” by any peaceful means, at least what they get
will be their own and not the American style, which
they . . . don’t want crammed down their throats by
Americans.
Headline. THE BANGKOK POST, Feb. 26, 1973, p. 16:
“Saigon plans to drill for oil soon.” Story: “ . . One Vietna
mese and 14 foreign firms put in tenders for the conces
sions . . .”
Notice to international investors from Arthur Lipper Cor
poration, a well known U. S. business consultant firm:
South Vietnam is the only real near-term prospect
for investment in Indochina and it is now appropriate
to begin evaluating this potential on a serious basis.
There may be promising opportunities in the very near
future and the profit prospects are said by some to
be excellent . . .

The U. S. military and economic imperial adventure con
tinues in Indochina. The indigenous revolutionary response
to American ambitions and its duplicity guarantees the pro
longation of a cruel, inhuman war by the most powerful
nation on earth against the people of three small countries
thousands of miles away in Asia.
As long as this moral monstrosity continues, reconciliation
is only a dream. Those U. S. citizens who disagree with
their government’s policy and actions in Indochina have a
patriotic duty, an obligation inherent in the democratic sys
tem, to clearly and unceasingly protest this moral travesty
until the actions stop and the policy is reversed. This is
the greatest love they could show for America.
Wayne Montgomery

men, have ever stc;nly insisted is the birthright of their
race. Some day “The lion will lay down with the lamb” but
at present the submissive Slav cannot blend with the man
of Saxon lineage.
As Russia s friendship for us emanates neither from the
sympathies of her government nor the hearts of her people,
it must proceed from her political and patriotic ambitions,
and therefore her kindness to us, is but the oil of courtesy
which is to reduce some of the friction in her scheme of
aggrandizement.

The trend of Russian diplomacy since Peter the Great
has been towards the enthronement of Russia as arbiter of
the world’s destinies. The subtle statesmen of Russia have
foreseen for generations that this culmination of their am
bitions was more than a possibility, were it not for the
Anglo-Saxon nations on the path, and the Russian patriot
R ussia or E ngland?
recognizes that the only hope to clear the way, lies in the
F the two giant powers of Europe, we have al separation of their forces, and the seizure of some propitious
ways chosen Russia as our traditional friend, moment to hurl the combined power of Russia and the
forces of her allies against the isolated nation. And so
and England as our undoubted enemy.
Since the war of the revolution, the relations between the every time the blundering Britain expresses his disapproval
United States and Great Britain have been tinged with the of the conduct of his cousin, the American, the wily Rus
anger issuing from their conflicts of the past; venomous sian seizes the opportunity to fraternize with the American
verbal barbs have kept raw the wounds of ’76 and 1812; and thus demonstrate to him what a friend the Russian is.
mutual jealousies and ignorances have kept alive the preju When the American wishes to borrow money he is accom
modated, and courteously told that the banks of Russia are
dices derived from bygone clashes.
How different has been our intercourse with Russia, who his. These with other proofs of Russia’s consistent friend
since the first years of our nation has ostensibly borne the ship are expected to render America powerless, through her
best of good will towa:d us; her smiles have ever been ours, gratitude, to aid England in the titanic struggle which may
her powers being reserved for her servile, helpless peas be even now discerned lowering in the East.
antry, her sword for the ravishment of the freedom of
But the two great English speaking nations are converg
Poland and attacks on the rights of others, her energies ing nearer year by year, attracted by influences of in
for the dictatorship of Europe and her malice for Great creasing intercourses, through the channels of travel, com
Britain who has thrice checked her encroachments.
merce and literature. This tendency will finally merge into
In seeking for the mainspring of her distinguished recog alliance, which has already been projected, and whose com
nition of our worth, we are compelled to believe that her pletion would assure to our race the ascendancy, which the
action does not spring from a fellow feeling engendered by grand manhood of the peoples is well fitted to grasp. The
common interests, nor from the sympathetic ties of a com proposal of such an alliance disconcerted Europe and
mon ancestry. Her aims, ideas, and beliefs are as diamet grieved Russia, but it would check the advance of despotism
rically opposite to ours as the temperament of her people and so firmly base the principles of freedom, that they
is to that of our own.
could never again be dethroned as in the past.
From the remotest period of their history, the people of
Let us remember that our history is a branch of the his
Russia have endured with slavish humility the grinding
exactions of their governors; they have never vigorously tory of England; that the men whom Charlemagne could
resented the merciless disregard which has ever been shown never subdue were Anglo-Saxon; that the men of Crecy,
to them, when the exigencies of their harsh government Poitiers and Agincourt, of Waterloo and Trafalgar were of
demanded the sacrifice of their homes, or the lives of their the same heroic strain as those who fought in the valiant
friends and loved ones. History tells us that the plague army of the Revolution; that the men who crushed the
was eradicated from certain rural villages in Russia by world wide power of Spain in the sixteenth century; who
destroying them with fire. History also tells us that when swept the fleets of Holland from the seas and humbled
the charge of the Light Brigade was made at Balaklava, mighty France of the seventeenth century were men of our
the Russian guns belched death on their own troops in order blood. Let us remember that the nation which rescued
to destroy the enemy with whom they were mixed. These Europe from the conquering Napoleon is akin to the nation
outrages are amongst the most moderate and most recent which now defies Europe to interfere in her rescue of Cuba,
of the many instances of the brutal indifference with which and let us not forget that the nation which now so staunchly
the Russian peasantry has allowed itself to be treated. If stands our friend, is of all the world the one great nation
ever breasts were troubled with a desire for liberty, it was whose interests on this continent coincide with ours, and
a result of the restless modicum of Norse blood which was whose policy will naturally be to uphold the Monroe Doc
forcibly infused in their veins several centuries ago. If trine. Then remembering these things, the great heart of
individuals of the nation have struck for liberty it was our nation will respond that England, not Russia, is our
because of the Viking strain asserting itself. Such a people natural friend and ally. The British flag should be honored
with such antecedents have no affinity with the lion race by us, for our ancestors formed the nucleus of the British
whose generations for a thousand years have battled for empire which now rules one fifth of the world, just as much
their stolen rights, pertinaciously wresting, little by little, as later ancestors formed the foundations of the United
increments of power from the bands of their rulers; gain States which now sways the destinies of the Western Hemis
ing at last after many a stubborn battle and many a sacri phere;
fice, the freedom which the adventurous sons of the North
George Westby, 1898

Do W e R eally Owe Them More?
/ q X jJ do n°t want to stop the world and get off. I am
n0t SUre that 1 do not want t0 st°P M°ntana—
and say on.
I do not deny that there is an energy crisis in America,
hut I question whether Montana should be asked to solve
it. Since the 1820s Montana has poured the bulk of its vast
wealth to the East and the West, enriching both sections
and impoverishing itself.
Now they want more—800,000 acres of our land lying
over 00 billion tons of our coal. They say (Bonneville
Power actually said it the other day) that we owe it to
them. Do we really?
“They” got our beaver and otter and mink, and we paid
for the foundation of the House of Astor along with paying
for half the cost of building St. Louis. Half our Indians
died of St. Louis manufactured small-pox.
Our grassland and cattle enriched Chicago, Omaha and
Sioux City—but it was a damn rare Montanan who made
a penny from it.
“They” got hundreds and hundreds of millions of dollars
of our gold, silver and copper, and only a pittance remained
in the hands of Montanans. With our money they founded
the Los Angeles Civic Symphony, and museums in New York
got a windfall of old masters—paid for by us.
We gave them so much timber they had to export a bunch
of it to Japan. Some $40 million worth of it they cut il
legally from the public domain in Montana. Montanans got
a pittance, but we paid for houses built from New York to
San Francisco and from Chicago to Dallas.
In a real sense, that kind of exploitation (in hundreds
of enterprises conducted for more than a century and a
half) is the core of the history of Montana.
And so now we owe them more? Yes, they say, your coal
and also your water and air.
Cession didn’t work for the South, and it probably won’t
work for us. Still, it is a splendid thought. Do we really
owe them more? I think not. I wish they would all go
away.
K. Ross Toole
T he Influence of the P ress
OT so very many years ago, in the little town of
Boston, the seed of the Associated Press of
today was sown. The laborer who planted it
was Benjamin Green, and with careful nurture a small crop
was produced. This crop so insignificant was the penny al
manacs and weekly papers of very mean pretentions.
How ridiculously small this looks to us of the present
day! But is it not in harmony with the growth in the natural
world? How small are the few seeds or the first shoots of
corn compared with the harvest which is reaped when the
com is mature! So it is with the press. We of the mighty
nineteenth century are reaping the harvest which had its
beginning in the days of the penny almanacs.
For several years the crops continued to be small; but
this was to be expected, for there was much stony land
to be tilled and many fences to be built. As soon as these
were well under way, the crops began to increase. The
weeklies assumed a more pretentious appearance, daily
crops were next reaped, illustrations were added by way
of variety, and serials and fashion plates followed in their
wake. Farther and farther the shoots from that tiny seed
spread, until today there Is scarcely a spot in our vast
country which is barren : all bear glorious harvests of litera

ture—the daily papers, the weeklies, the illustrated papers
and the magazines.
The Influence of the Press! What an enormous, boundless
influence it has! Can we name one thing in the affairs of
men that has not been influenced thereby? Education! Sci
ence ! Morals! Fashions! Improvements! Politics! All have
come under its sway. But you may ask, how can the press
exert an influence in these directions? Let us first con
sider the influence which it brings to bear in the broad
field of education.
The chief factor in the growth of education within the
last twenty years, and the means whereby it has attained
the lofty position which it now occupies ready to move
onward to even greater heights—is the press. For the work
which it has done in this direction, look at the many peri
odicals we have which are entirely devoted to the subject
and principles of education. No progressive schoolteacher
of the present is without his papers and journals on educa
tion to aid him in his grand work. No library or institution
but has its educational reviews where they can be within
the reach of all.
Besides these papers which are entirely devoted to edu
cation, what product of the press can we open and fail to
find it it some new theory advanced or educational idea dis
cussed? The broad, progressive FORUM and the ATLANTIC
MONTHLY made famous by such men as Oliver Wendell
Holmes and James Russell Lowell, are teeming with such
discussions and reviews. In the short space of one year,
these magazines have presented to us for consideration such
articles as: “The Lock—Step of the Public Schools,” “The
Evolution of the Educational Idea,” “Economy of Time in
Teaching,” and “How Shall the Child Be Taught?”—By this
means we not only become familiar with the thoughts ad
vanced in our own country; but we become cosmopolitan
in our knowledge.
There has been no more potent agent in the advancement
of sounder methods of teaching in our public schools, and
the banishment of methods impracticable and detrimental
to the mental development of the young than our magazines
and daily papers. As an illustration of this, take the articles
of Dr. J. M. Rice published in the FORUM. After visiting
various schools in several of our cities, Dr. Rice published
these articles as a result of his investigations. Although he
was attacked on all sides by the school officials, the benefit
of education derived from his public assaults on school
weaknesses can hardly be estimated.
Besides the vast influence which they exert on education,
the periodicals themselves are educators. Such choice stores
of knowledge they have in their columns! And like true
teachers they present this knowledge in a simple way. All
questions of interest and instruction are treated and re
viewed in them. If our thoughts turn to politics, we have
but to pick up a magazzine and read such an article as “The
Present and Future of Cuba.” Or if we are of a scientific
turn of mind we can read of “The Recent Triumphs in Med
icine and Surgery,” or of the latest inventions, so numerous
in this scientific age of ours.
Probably the most noticeable testimony of the sway of the
press is in the line of public improvements. Few of the im
provements of our towns and cities could be effected if our
citizens were not awakened to the need of them through the
energy of the newspapers. The general tendency is to be
come lax in providing for the public welfare and advance
ment of a community. But what a difference may be ob
served after a criticism by the papers! Indeed, what is
there this power cannot do? Granted a stirring newspaper
and an energetic community, and anything from a street

and press remained in the Shack until the fall of 1937, when
they were moved to the first floor of the new Journalism
Building.
Two years later, Editor Bill Forbis, according to THE
MONTANA KAIMIN, “sought to orient TJM’s bustling 3,500
students to international issues” by writing an editorial
comparing Adolf Hitler and Napoleon Bonaparte—another
halting step toward an interesting and informative KAI
MIN. It was also Forbis who proposed reducing the Kal
inin's size from seven columns to five and issuing four times
a week. Central Board approved a year of experiment,
making THE MONTANA KAIMIN the first daily college
newspaper in the northwest.
Between the years of 1921-1945 the KAIMIN had been
under full control of the ASMSU. Only Central Board,
which was composed of students, could dismiss the editor.
The paper was financed by student fees and advertising,
both local and national. During this time, the staff of the
paper enjoyed an unusual freedom of expression on the
editorial page, and the students and faculty were free to
write letters to the editor. Members of the staff determined
the material to go into the paper and made it up as they
pleased, unless they chose to consult with a faculty advisor.
Then in 1949, under President James McCain, the crunch
of censorship was felt when Bill Smurr, KAIMIN editor,
wrote an editorial and composed a cartoon blasting the
Board of Examiners for their recent appropriations to
various schools around the state. McCain thought the car
toon, depicting three rats—members of the board—gnawing
at a bag containing the University budget, to be overly
critical of the Board of Examiners. He had the presses
stopped and asked Smurr to temper the editorial and remove
the cartoon. Smurr complied on the editorial but remained
adamant on the cartoon, and ordered a new press run. Again
the presses were halted.
Central Board was convened in an emergency session to
decide what was to be done. They sided with President Mc
Cain and the cartoon was removed. Smurr resigned, stating
his reasons:
“The hold the administration has over the school
paper is sinister. What would have happened, I wonder,
if we could not have convened Central Board in time?
I am certain the president would have stopped the
presses.
“He has no authority to do this; he does not have the
right. If he exercises it once, he can do so twice, three
times . . . there is no end it it, is there? I will never
edit a paper whose final authority is not the man’s
whose name appears on the masthead. In this case, it is
the Associated Students of Montana State University."
An interesting side-light to the whole affair was that
Carroll O’Connor who now plays Archie Bunker on tele
vision’s “All in the Family” was a good friend of Smurr’s,
and although a drama major, had accepted the position of
associate editor as a favor to his editor friend. A KAIMIN
headline from Tuesday, October 5, 1949 reads “Kaimin Job
Vacated by C. O’Connor.” The story states in part that Carroll O’Connor, Missoula, KAIMIN associate editor and col
umnist, resigned from his position last Thursday evening
following the resignation of Bill Smurr, editor.
The 1950’s can be remembered as a time in KAIMIN his
tory that was exceedingly dull. Again editorials became

soggy and sluggish, and few issues of the times were met
head-on. The staff hid behind Sen. Joe McCarthy’s philoso
phy on endorsing Presidential candidates: “Americans are
Americans first and Republicans or Democrats second.” No
candidates received KAIMIN endorsements.
During the 60’s a major change took place. Students, in
their awkward but determined (and oftentimes courageous)
ways, established the KAIMIN as a guiding light for other
papers. The KAIMIN was well ahead of THE MISSOULIAN
in taking an antiwar stand. It moved gradually away from
standard student news to become a paper of student opinion.
One professor stated that “with Printer Bowler and Wil
bur Wood (1962-63) began the tradition of the entire staff
joining with the editor to make the KAIMIN into a firstrate critical and informative newspaper. This sustained tra
dition . . . has made the KAIMIN into what many people
think is the main source of new directions and energy for
the intellectual development of the University.” (H. G. Mer.
riam’s “The University of Montana—A History,” p. 157)
In the past decade, several able and efficient people have
manned the editorial chair for the KAIMIN. There was Wil
bur Wood, whose rich sense of humor and gently satirical
editorials were a source of delight and ultimate enjoyment
to KAIMIN readers. His witty comments on news stories
from national magazines that appeared in the KAIMIN from
time to time were read avidly.
Dan Foley, KAIMIN editor from 1964-65, never attempted
to stir people up, but rather depended upon steady, reliable
editorials that drove home a particular point. His clean,
calm style of writing lent an air of authenticity to his
comments, and because he knew his material and never
overstated, his editorials were strongly credible.
Therefore, the contrast was striking when Foley’s editor
ship terminated and that of David Rorvik began. Rorvik,
described as a flamboyant gift to the campus, was brazen
and bold, his lively editorials put the KAIMIN in the public
eye as it had never been before. An increased number of
pages, more advertising, eye-catching headlines, and an ditorial page that sizzled sensationally from day to day in
creased readership statewide.
It was under these editors in the 60’s that reporters began
questing for stories in a new territory—faculty meetings
and organizations. Because the area was new to them,
KAIMIN reporters’ stories were often inaccurate or misrepresentative. This drew irate comments from members of
the faculty who complained of misquotes and misinterpre
tations.
Many of the inaccuracies and half-truths were directly
traceable to the fact that students didn’t really understand
faculty business, and had trouble correctly interpreting and
objectively reporting what they had seen and heard. The
gradual move from monthly literary magazine to weekly
campus gossip sheet, to a daily newspaper containing rele
vant campus coverage and pertinent “outside” news, has
gone one step further this year.
In an effort to keep students politically aware, the KAI
MIN sent a correspondent to Helena for first hand report
ing on the 1973 state legislature. By broadening its base of
appeal to include both campus news and state and national
politics, THE MONTANA KAIMIN is able to reach a
variety of readers, including students, faculty, administra
tion and people in many walks of life around the state,
and to keep itself, where Montana papers are concerned,
on top of the heap.
Carolyn Hahn
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